The year 2015 marks the 50th anniversary of UCLA Film & Television Archive and so we are doubly proud to put on our biennial Festival of Preservation (FOP) to kick off a series of anniversary-related events that will run throughout the year. As director of UCLA Film & Television Archive, I’m happy to introduce the 17th iteration of our FOP, which again reflects the broad and deep efforts of the Archive to preserve and restore our national moving image heritage. And while the rest of the world has seemingly made the transition to a 100 percent digital environment, the Archive is still committed to preserving films on film, while we still can, even if our theater will increasingly be projecting digital material.

Our Festival opens with the restoration of *Men in War* (1957), directed by Anthony Mann, who made a name for himself at Universal directing adult westerns. This big budget war film, starring Robert Ryan and Aldo Ray, details the troubles experienced by a platoon of American soldiers, trapped behind enemy lines during the Korean War. Unlike Hollywood’s more heroic representations of World War II, Mann’s film presages the disconnect between officers and enlisted men that would become systemic during the Vietnam War. We close with another classic war film, John Ford’s *The Long Voyage Home* (1940), starring John Wayne and Thomas Mitchell as merchant seamen transporting ammunition to England for the European war effort against the Nazis.

Between these bookends, this year’s Festival of Preservation offers something for everyone, whether one is interested in film or television, comedy, drama, or documentary.

In the comedy department, we are proud to be able to present the latest results in our ongoing effort to preserve the legacy of Laurel & Hardy, including the shorts, *The Midnight Patrol* (1933), and *The Music Box* (1932). We are also screening a new preservation of the comedy hit of last year’s Cinefest in Syracuse, *Bachelor’s Affairs* (1932), a pre-Code gem, starring Adolphe Menjou as a die-hard bachelor who is felled by a ditzy blonde bombshell.

As is standard operating practice, given our close working relationship with the Film Noir Foundation, we have again preserved a number of rare and interesting film noirs, including *Too Late for Tears* (1949), starring Lizabeth Scott in a career-defining role as a housewife whose life careens out of control. John Reinhardt’s low, low budget noir, *The Guilty* (1948), is based on a Cornell Woolrich story, while *Woman on the Run* (1950), another under-rated noir, stars Ann Sheridan as the wife of a man who has witnessed a murder. Finally, Samuel Fuller’s *Dead Pigeon on Beethoven Street* (1974) is not exactly a noir, but a crime drama, produced for German television, and it constitutes the Archive’s first complete digital restoration.

An area of increasing interest for the Archive is exploitation films, which have been for the most part ignored by film historians, even though such films were hugely popular at the time of their release. Our head of preservation, Scott MacQueen, has taken the lead in preserving the Archive’s exploitation holdings, so we are proud to present a number of truly weird and wild films from the early 1930s: *White Zombie* (1932) features Bela Lugosi in the aftermath of *Dracula* in a horror film that has become a cult classic; *Ouanga* (1935) reprises
White Zombie’s Haitian setting for a tale of voodoo and miscegenation, starring the tragic African American actress, Fredi Washington, who could have had a huge career, if she had not refused to “pass” for white. Based on Edgar Allen Poe’s “The Premature Burial,” The Crime of Dr. Crespi stars the great Erich von Stroheim, after his fall from grace in Hollywood. Finally, Leslie Stevens’ directorial debut, Private Property (1960), is another rare find, the film straddling both the exploitation and art house markets.

In the past two years, the Archive has stepped up its efforts under television archivist Dan Einstein to preserve classic television. We begin with The Execution of Private Slovik (1974), one of the most celebrated made-for-television movies of the 1970s, and an episode of Chevy Mystery Theatre (1960), both programs penned by the writing team of Richard Levinson and William Link. Another program includes a classic episode from Playhouse 90, a popular omnibus show from the late 1950s, which visualizes a nuclear holocaust for American viewers.

The Archive’s efforts to preserve the work of independent filmmakers are represented by two long-neglected masterpieces, Stanton Kaye’s brilliant road movie, Brandy in the Wilderness (1969) and J.L. Anderson’s Spring Night, Summer Night (1967), an amazingly realistic film from rural Appalachia. We also continue our efforts to preserve and protect the legacy of the “L.A. Rebellion,” with a program of shorts by African American women, including a new restoration of Julie Dash’s Illusions (1982), which finally corrects deficits on the soundtrack that had been present since the film’s premiere.

Last, but not least, our newsreel preservation team of Blaine Bartell and Jeffrey Bickel present two programs from our Hearst Metrotone News Collection, including one night dedicated to the Arab-Israeli conflict, and another celebrating the 50th anniversary of the Voting Rights Act of 1965, a milestone in the Civil Rights Movement.

As is always the case, the Archive’s internationally recognized preservationists will appear in person at many Festival screenings to introduce the films and discuss their work with audiences. All of our preservation work and public programs—including this Festival—are funded by donations from individuals, foundations, corporations, and government agencies. We are most thankful for the generosity of these organizations and individuals.

Dr. Jan-Christopher Horak
Director, UCLA Film & Television Archive
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MEN IN WAR 1957

Following his brutal film noirs for Eagle-Lion and a memorable series of psychological westerns with James Stewart, director Anthony Mann made a brace of adult chamber films for Philip Yordan’s Security Pictures, *God’s Little Acre* (1958) and *Men in War*. What *All Quiet on the Western Front* (1930) and *The Story of G.I. Joe* (1945) were to the great world wars, *Men in War* is to the Korean War.

An infantry platoon becomes separated from its division behind enemy lines as their commander valiantly tries to sustain his authority and his men’s morale against seemingly two enemies: unseen Korean snipers and a roustabout sergeant ferrying his injured CO across the war zone. Screenplay credit to Philip Yordan (the alleged model for Sammy Glick) is today believed to be as a front for blacklisted screenwriter Ben Maddow (*Intruder in the Dust*, 1949; *The Asphalt Jungle*, 1950). The script transposes Van Van Praag’s World War II novel *Day Without End* from the French countryside following D-Day, to the outset of the 1950 “police action” in Korea (deployed here amid Los Angeles’ Bronson and Malibu Canyons). The disconnect between battlefield reality and the imperatives of authority is delineated as Robert Ryan’s Lt. Benson clings to his paternal charge over his embattled men while Aldo Ray’s interloping non-com, Montana, worships “The Colonel” (Robert Keith), his shell-shocked CO and father figure, refusing to acknowledge Benson’s command. Montana’s uncannily prescient soldiering runs counter to Benson’s by-the-book protocols. “You’re always right, Montana,” snarls Benson through clenched teeth. Star turns by Ryan and Ray in no way detract from the ensemble acting that is the film’s core.

*Men in War* presaged the disillusionment over the Vietnam conflict in the 1960s, making it unsurprising that the United States Army deemed the film offensive to “the dignity of commissioned and non-commissioned officers.” It was a failure in Eisenhower’s America but a success in post-war Europe where the fable was intrinsically understood.

Scott MacQueen

*Preserved from a 35mm acetate fine grain master and the 35mm acetate copyright print. Laboratory services by The Stanford Theatre Film Laboratory, Audio Mechanics, DJ Audio, and Simon Daniel Sound. Special thanks to: The Library of Congress, Ignite Films.*
Preservation funded by UCLA Film & Television Archive

Directed by Samuel Fuller

DCP, color, 127 min.

DEAD PIGEON ON BEETHOVEN STREET 
(Tote Taube in der Beethovenstraße) Germany 1974

Hot on the trail of a scandalous photo of a U.S. senator with an unknown blonde, an American detective is gunned down in Bonn on Beethoven Street. His partner, Sandy (Glenn Corbett), arrives in Germany to pick up the chase, and maneuvers his way into an international syndicate of blackmailers, falling for Christa (Christa Fulller), the mysterious blonde from the photograph. She promises to help Sandy, but the Yankee gumshoe might be in over his head in this high-stakes game of global extortion.

From its cutthroat opening, Dead Pigeon on Beethoven Street displays the confrontational kineticism central to Fuller’s work and probes familiar themes of duplicitous identities and malleable allegiances. Approached to make a picture for the German television series Tatort, Fuller seized the chance to create a “tongue-in-cheek adventure”: “I wanted Dead Pigeon to be full of high jinks and hilarity. People expected me to be doing war movies or action pictures. I’d always dreamed of doing a comedy, a film of pure entertainment.”

Invoking the conventions of the detective film, but not taking them particularly seriously, Dead Pigeon romps knowingly through an assemblage of international diplomats and underhanded scammers, with a gun battle staged in a nursery (bullets fly overhead as the heavy, Charlie Umlaut, ducks for cover behind a row of bassinets), and a comically overwrought final showdown between the hotheaded American and the fencing-enthusiast mastermind behind the syndicate. Stylistic elements amplify Fuller’s experimental leanings: abrupt zooms, jump cuts, and surveillance-like camera angles figure prominently.

Returning to Germany for the first time since his service in World War II, Fuller took full advantage of the location, incorporating Cologne’s annual Carnival and landmarks including Beethoven’s home, where Fuller reportedly spent a war-weary night sleeping under Beethoven’s piano during the capture of Bonn.

Released to enthusiastic support abroad—the film was praised by Take One as “relentlessly inventive and bizarre”—Dead Pigeon’s domestic release was minimal. The Archive’s first completely digital restoration, we’re proud to present this unique articulation of Fuller’s artistic vision, in a never before seen director’s cut with additional footage not included in prior versions.

Nina Rao

Preserved from 35mm Interpositive (IP) and 16mm print. Laboratory services by UCLA Film & Television Archive, Digital Media Lab. Special Thanks to: Christa Fuller.
CELEBRATING LAUREL & HARDY

UCLA Film & Television Archive continues its long-term initiative to restore the legacy of Laurel & Hardy, working with negatives that have survived (sometimes only barely) decades of abuse and neglect. This major restoration effort is supported by the Archive’s Laurel & Hardy Preservation Fund. Launched with a lead gift from Mr. Jeff Joseph, the fund has received gifts from numerous concerned members of the public, enabling this important work to proceed, reconnecting the entertainers to their audience in a meaningful way. In this program, we showcase the latest projects restored via this ongoing effort.

Preservation funded by The Packard Humanities Institute

Directed by James Parrott


DE BOTE EN BOTE (Pardon Us) 1931

In the Spanish-language version of Laurel & Hardy’s first feature film Pardon Us, Stan and Ollie (or “El Gordo y El Flaco,” as they were known in Spanish) find themselves in the clink after a bootlegging endeavor goes awry. A loose tooth that makes Stan blow a “raspberry” every time he speaks gets the boys deeper and deeper in trouble with the warden and fellow inmates, as they are haplessly embroiled in the breakout schemes of a notorious prisoner.

Expanded in length to recoup the costs of its expensive prison set, the feature displays some uncertainties in adjusting from the two-reel format that the duo preferred: the extended escape sequence, an attempt to parody prison break dramas of the time, was received tepidly by contemporary audiences. The sequence features Laurel & Hardy in blackface, attempting to evade the prison guards by pretending to be sharecroppers, as well as some indelicate lines around racial identity, though this appearance in blackface represented a departure from their work together.

While one pun-heavy scene from Pardon Us did not make the transition to Spanish, De Bote En Bote remains otherwise faithful to the original, with the Prohibition context of the original story explained via an introductory title card. Adapting sound films for a foreign audience presented a challenge, but Laurel & Hardy sound comedies adopted a clever, if labor-intensive, solution: each scene was reshot with the boys speaking their lines in a foreign language, surrounded by a supporting cast of native speakers. De Bote En Bote was filmed simultaneously with French, German, and Italian versions, such that each scene would be shot four times, each in a different language, before the next scene began—a true comic feat as Laurel & Hardy maintain their timing verbally and physically all while running through a quartet of unfamiliar languages.

Nina Rao
Preserved from the 35mm nitrate original camera picture and track negatives, and a 35mm acetate fine grain master. Laboratory services by The Stanford Theater Film Lab, Pacific Title & Art Studio, The Cinemalab, Audio Mechanics, DJ Audio, and Simon Daniel Sound. Special Thanks to: The Library of Congress, Sonar Entertainment.

Preceded by:

**THE MIDNIGHT PATROL 1933**

Preservation funded by The Winklevoss Foundation in memory of Frank Leonard.


Novice police officers Laurel & Hardy have an eventful evening when they’re called to investigate a housebreaking. Hampered by a lost address, an irritable safecracker, and an uncooperative house, the boys’ determination to serve and protect leads to a series of comic mishaps, as they find their suspect isn’t quite who he seems to be.

*Preserved from a 35mm nitrate picture lavender and 35mm track negatives and a 35mm nitrate composite lavender print. Laboratory services by YCM Laboratories, The Stanford Theatre Film Laboratory, Audio Mechanics, and DJ Audio. Special thanks to: Sonar Entertainment, The British Film Institute.*

**THE MUSIC BOX 1932**

Preservation funded by The Winklevoss Foundation in memory of Frank Leonard, Jeff Joseph/Sabucat, The Carl David Memorial Fund for Film Preservation, Laurel & Hardy Preservation Fund, including the support of many Sons of the Desert tents.


In this iconic Academy Award-winning short, Stan and Ollie’s Sisyphean efforts to deliver a piano to the home at the top of an impossibly long staircase (a public way in Silver Lake now known as the “Music Box Steps”) are stymied by passersby, the police, and the topography itself, with unfortunate results for the titular instrument and its intended recipient.

*Preserved from the 35mm nitrate picture and track negatives, the 35mm nitrate work print, and a 35mm nitrate work track. Laboratory services by The Cinemalab, Audio Mechanics, DJ Audio, and Simon Daniel Sound. Special thanks to: Sonar Entertainment; Katie Trainor—the Museum of Modern Art.*
Preservation funded by Film Noir Foundation

Directed by Byron Haskin

35mm, b/w, 100 min.

TOO LATE FOR TEARS 1949

After 17 highly successful years as one of MGM’s most successful producers (the Thin Man Series, the Jeannette MacDonald & Nelson Eddy operettas, etc.), Hunt Stromberg left the studio to produce a series of smaller budget films with his own independent production company. Utilizing strong female leads and auteurs like Edgar G. Ulmer and Douglas Sirk, many of these Hunt Stromberg titles have slipped into the public domain (including Lady of Burlesque, 1943; The Strange Woman, 1946; etc). Adapted by author Roy Huggins from his novel that was serialized in the Saturday Evening Post, Too Late for Tears was one such production. It was also Stromberg’s last independent film before retiring in 1951.

Between his extensive and award-winning stint in the special effects department at Warner Bros. and directing a series of widely successful science fiction and adventure films throughout the 1950s and 1960s, Byron Haskin competently helmed a few noir titles in the late 1940s. When handed the script for Too Late For Tears, Haskin immediately thought of the sultry and alluring Lizabeth Scott whom he recently directed in I Walk Alone (1948). Unlike the previous film where Scott took a back seat to the flamboyant performances of Burt Lancaster and Kirk Douglas, Too Late For Tears provides Scott with the meaty role of frustrated housewife Jane Palmer whose married life careens out of control with murderous greed when a suitcase filled with $60,000 is accidentally “tossed” to her and husband Alan (played by Arthur Kennedy). Beyond the fantastically theatrical turn by Scott, the production highlights an exceedingly devious performance by another noir icon, Dan Duryea.

Although coolly received by audiences initially, this seemingly minor noir has gained quite a cult following in recent years. Modern audiences now recognize it as a darkly satisfying and atmospheric meditation on the covetous social and materialistic ambitions of post-war middle-class America. Eddie Muller of the Film Noir Foundation calls the film “the best unknown American film noir of the classic era.”

Todd Wiener

Preserved from the 35mm nitrate French dupe negative, a 35mm acetate reissue print, and a 16mm acetate print. Laboratory services by Film Technology Company, Inc., Pacific Title & Art Studio, and Simon Daniel Sound. Special Thanks to: The Hollywood Foreign Press Association’s Charitable Trust (The HFPA Trust); Amy Turner—Southern Methodist University.
THE GUILTY 1947

Linda and Estelle Mitchell are twins who get involved with two ex-Army buddies who room together, Mike Carr and Johnny Dixon. Estelle, unfortunately, wants both men and she plays them off against each other, until murder ensues and her sister Linda is found in a barrel on the roof. Both men are suspects, but it takes a number of extreme plot twists before police detective Heller (Regis Toomey) identifies the actual killer. Produced as a low-budget film noir at Monogram by Jack Wrather, whose wife, Bonita Granville, plays a dual role as the twins, The Guilty was actually a cheap knock-off of Robert Siodmak’s The Dark Mirror (1946).

Based on a short story by hard-boiled mystery writer Cornell Woolrich, “He Looked Like Murder,” and directed by John Reinhardt, who would go on to helm the severely underrated noir, Chicago Calling (1951), The Guilty gives evidence of numerous noir conventions: Johnny as the slightly cracked war vet-
eran, Estelle as the spider woman, a flashback structure narrated by one of her victims, an extremely brutal murder (offscreen but described in detail by the detective), dark dingy sets and a convoluted plot full of depravity and false leads. In fact, even though the budget of the film was increased by $100,000 midway through the production, the film was shot on only three sets, the bar and the respective rooming houses of the male and female leads.

Bonita Granville had been a child star in the late 1930s, known especially for a series of Nancy Drew mysteries she made at Warner Brothers, but had trouble transitioning to adult roles; as late as 1946 she was still playing a juvenile opposite Mickey Rooney in Love Laughs at Andy Hardy. After marrying oil millionaire Wrather, she finally got to play a grown-up, first in The Guilty, then in Strike it Rich (1948), Guilty of Treason (1950) and The Lone Ranger (1956), all of them financed by Wrather before both of them became the producers of the Lassie television show reboot in 1956.

Jan-Christopher Horak

Preserved from a 35mm nitrate composite fine grain master. Laboratory services by The Cinemalab, Audio Mechanics, DJ Audio, and Simon Daniel Sound. Special thanks to: The British Film Institute; Raymond G. Cabana Jr—The Hollywood Foreign Press Association.
BACHELOR’S AFFAIRS 1932

Middle-aged playboy Andrew Hoyt, who had previously been a staunch bachelor, gets sucked into marrying a beautiful but vacuous young blond, after her older sister has expertly set the bait. Realizing pretty quickly that he is not up to the vigorous physical activity demanded by his eager 20-something spouse, he conspires with his best friend and his loyal secretary to find a new plaything for the soon-to-be ex-wife. Adolphe Menjou plays the self-centered playboy with his tongue delightfully deep in his cheek, knowingly riffing on his own previously established screen persona as the suave older lover, but unafraid to also exhibit the frailties of advancing age. The scenes of the California honeymoon, during which the blond energizer bunny and the world-weary lounge lizard engage in ceaselessly healthy sports activity are particularly funny. Joan Marsh looks like a carbon copy of Jean Harlow, only twice as dumb, a girl who just wants to have fun. Meanwhile, Minna Gombell's gold-digging older sister stage manages her younger sibling's marital career, but can't stave off disaster when the girl falls for some fresh young Latin eye candy in the shape of Don Alvarado as a rumba teacher.

Based on a play by James Forbes, Precious, that opened and closed on Broadway in January-February 1929, this unsentimental pre-Code film features some of the crispest and fastest-paced dialogue of any film coming out of Fox; indeed, its cynical tone and rhythm rivals anything produced at Warner Brothers in that period.

Joan Marsh started her career as a child star in 1915, but had only graduated to supporting roles from bit parts in 1931, when she was contracted to Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer; she appears here as a loan out to Fox. Her performance earned her starring roles in subsequent films. Alfred Werker not only keeps the action and dialogue going at lightning speed, he also manages to insert numerous bits of physical comedy, all of which made this film the hit of the Cinefest in Syracuse, when an unpreserved print was screened there last year.

Jan-Christopher Horak

Preserved from a 35mm nitrate print. Laboratory services by Film Technology Company, Inc., The Stanford Theatre Film Laboratory, and Chace Audio by Deluxe. Special thanks to: 20th Century Fox.
SOCIETY GIRL 1932

Directed by Sidney Lanfield, Society Girl is a tale of middleweight boxing contender Johnny Malone (James Dunn), who falls for the high-class society girl Judy Gelett (Peggy Shannon) in Fox’s take on the short-lived Broadway play of the same name. Johnny begins spending too much time with Judy, which distracts him from his training and leads to a rift with his manager Doc Briscoe, played by a still relatively unknown Spencer Tracy. Briscoe fears that the society girl’s affections for Johnny are nothing more than a passing fancy. Judy, however, has begun to develop real feelings for him, but plans to dump him anyway, fearing that her society friends would mock the unrefined boxer. Seeing heartbroken Johnny quickly knocked out in the championship match, Judy changes her mind.

While Society Girl received mixed reviews from contemporary critics, Tracy’s performance consistently garnered praise. Still relatively unknown at the time of Society Girl’s release, Tracy steals the show in the supporting role of Johnny’s manager. Modern Screen states “the real acting laurels go to Spencer Tracy” and a review in the Los Angeles Times asserts “Tracy is excellent as usual.” Having started out as a theater actor in the 1920s, Tracy was signed to a contract by Fox Films in the early 1930s. Despite positive critical reviews for his performances in many of his early films, including Society Girl, Tracy’s career would not flourish until he moved to MGM later in the decade.

This film is also notable for being the first to employ a “living stage.” That is, an outdoor set made up of various varieties of flowers, trees, and shrubs, enough bio-diversity to simulate the environment of a number of different locations. Up until the “Garden of All Nations,” as the Fox Movietone City set was called, outdoor garden scenes required renting private gardens.

Staci Hogsett
Preserved from a 35mm nitrate print. Laboratory services by YCM Laboratories, Audio Mechanics, DJ Audio, Simon Daniel Sound. Special thanks to: Schawn Belston, Caitlin Robertson—20th Century Fox.

Preceded by:
BED TIME 1922

Preservation funded by The International Animated Film Society, ASIFA Hollywood and Mark Langer.

Directed by Dave Fleischer. Producer: Max Fleischer. 35mm, b/w, silent, approx. 10 min.

This Fleischer Brothers’ Out of the Inkwell short features Koko the Clown as an animated character who just won’t let his creator get to sleep. Combining live action with animation via the Fleischers’ signature rotoscope technique, Bed Time is not only a hilarious descent into dream-logic, but a refreshing reminder of the achievements of hand-made animation.

Timoleon Wilkins

Laboratory Services by The Cinemalab. Special thanks to: Mark Kausler.
In a historic collaboration that was active over four decades, writers, producers, and best friends, Richard Levinson and William Link were responsible for a remarkable legacy of quality television series and telefilms across genres, including critically-acclaimed projects such as *Columbo* (1971-2003), *My Sweet Charlie* (1970), and *The Execution of Private Slovik* (1974). Inducted into the Television Academy Hall of Fame in 1995, the multi-Emmy award-winning creative team, best known as top-tier mystery writers, also tackled social issues as personified in their groundbreaking made-for-TV movie, *That Certain Summer* (1972), one of the first sympathetic prime-time explorations of the life of a gay man. That drama would go onto to win a Golden Globe for Best Television Movie, and would be honored decades later with Producers Guild Hall of Fame Award in 1998. In between the accolades, Levinson and Link also landed major hits with popular fare, ranging from the long-running TV series *Mannix* (1967-1975) to *Murder, She Wrote* (1984-1996), to screenplays for the feature films, *The Hindenburg* (1975) and *Rollercoaster* (1977). The prolific team would remain in-demand until Levinson’s premature death in 1987, with Link soon after solo-penning *The Boys* (1991), a loving tribute to their partnership in the form of a loosely autobiographical telefilm about an inseparable writing duo.

*Mark Quigley*

---

**THE EXECUTION OF PRIVATE SLOVIK**

NBC, 3/13/74

Universal Studios. **Executive Producers:** Richard Levinson, William Link. **Producer:** Richard Debelman. **Director:** Lamont Johnson. Based on the book *The Execution of Private Slovik* by William Bradford Huie. **Screenwriters:** Richard Levinson, William Link. **With:** Martin Sheen, Mariclare Costello, Ned Beatty, Gary Busey, Matt Clark.

**DigiBeta, color. 122 min.**

Not since the Civil War had an American soldier been executed for desertion until Private Eddie Slovik was shot by a firing squad in January 1945. This unfortunate incident, unknown even to Slovik’s wife Antoinette, only came to light with the publishing of journalist William Bradford Huie’s account some nine years later. In 1960, Frank Sinatra optioned the movie rights intending for blacklisted writer Albert Maltz to pen the screenplay and Steve McQueen to play Eddie Slovik. Although the Pentagon had tried to suppress Huie’s book, the military reluctantly agreed to allow the production of a film version, providing Slovik not be portrayed in a sympathetic light. That fact, plus pressure from the Kennedy family (which felt that Sinatra’s involvement with such a controversial subject might adversely affect John F. Kennedy’s presidential prospects), caused Sinatra to abandon the project, which lay unproduced until Richard Levinson and William Link brought the story to television over a decade later.

Artfully directed by Lamont Johnson and starring Martin Sheen in an absolutely heartbreaking performance, *The Execution of Private Slovik* premiered on NBC on March 13, 1974, and was subsequently trimmed to 97 minutes for theatrical distribution overseas. Unfolding in a series of flashbacks from the day of his execution, the film tells Slovik’s sad story, starting with his days as a youthful petty criminal, to his brief happiness with his wife Antoinette before...
being drafted, to the awful chain of misunderstandings leading up to the film’s most famous scene: Slovik’s death by gunfire in a cold and lonely French courtyard; the young soldier repeating “Hail Mary” after “Hail Mary” as the black hood is placed over his head.

The broadcast attracted a record audience for a made-for-television movie, eventually earning eight Emmy nominations (with two wins) and a Peabody Award. Featuring strong supporting performances from Ned Beatty and Gary Busey, the film also marks the first screen appearance of Sheen’s young son, Charlie, who can be seen as a child at Eddie and Antoinette’s wedding.

Dan Einstein

Preserved from D2 videotape. Video transfer at DC Video. The Execution of Private Slovik courtesy of NBC/Universal, Inc.

CHEVY MYSTERY SHOW: “Enough Rope”

NBC, 7/31/60


In an acclaimed career that included major parts in films by notable directors, including John Cassavetes, Academy Award-nominated actor Peter Falk will be forever best remembered as “Lieutenant Columbo,” one of the most-beloved characters in the history of television. For over three decades, Falk was indelible as the disheveled, genius detective, with the actor’s own persona often seemingly indistinguishable from the eponymous role for which he would win four Emmy Awards. As intimately inseparable as Falk and the character of Columbo would become, Falk, surprisingly, did not originate the iconic part on television. That distinction belongs to character actor Bert Freed in the Chevy Mystery Show episode, “Enough Rope,” an NBC “living color” production that was broadcast some seven years before Falk would first don Columbo’s trademark raincoat.

In creating “Enough Rope,” writers Richard Levinson and William Link employed an anti-whodunit structure that would serve as the template for the long-running Columbo TV series, wherein a sophisticated murderer is revealed early in the first act with the ensuing drama revolving around how a working class detective, seemingly a supporting player, would give the criminal “enough rope” to implicate themselves. Levinson later recounted that during the production of “Enough Rope,” the deceptively small, but central role of Columbo caused one of the drama’s leads to proclaim that “the cop was stealing the show.” As a result, the character was toned down, though Freed conveys glimpses of the bemused, sly sensibility that Falk would later fully illuminate.

In 1962, Levinson and Link would adapt “Enough Rope” into a stage play, Prescription: Murder, starring film veteran Thomas Mitchell (It’s a Wonderful Life) as the second actor to play Columbo before Falk. Levinson and Link once again adapted the work into a 1968 NBC telefilm (also titled Prescription: Murder), ultimately casting Falk in the role of his career. Ironically, however, the actor was not the creative team’s first selection for the Columbo television series. In a 1990 interview with the Los Angeles Times, Falk noted that “their first choice… was Bing Crosby. Thank God, he liked to golf.”

Mark Quigley

Preserved from the original master 2” videotape and a 16mm kinescope. Video transfer at DC Video. Kinescope transfer at UCLA Film & Television Archive Digital Media Lab. “Enough Rope” courtesy of Jaffe Partners and Retro Video.
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35mm, b/w, total program runtime: approx. 100 min.

THE ARAB-ISRAELI CONFLICT AS SEEN THROUGH THE HEARST NEWSREELS

Beginning with the nationalist uprising of Palestinian Arabs against British colonial rule in the late 1930s and continuing through the Six-Day War in early June of 1967, the Hearst newsreels covered the ongoing conflicts in the Middle East for over three decades.

Tonight’s program will include a selection of 15 newsreels from Hearst’s News of the Day series. Starting with two newsreels featuring stories on the Arab revolt in British Palestine in 1938, the presentation will continue with an issue from May 20, 1948, covering the First Arab-Israeli War which began almost immediately after the announcement of the establishment of the State of Israel. This will be followed by a group of newsreels released in the months prior to the Second Arab-Israeli War, better known as the Suez Crisis of 1956. There will also be two newsreels, one from 1958 and another from 1962, on the continuing border clashes between Israel and its Arab neighbors. The evening will conclude with four newsreels covering the Six-Day War.

The Six-Day War took place June 5-10, 1967. It was the third of the Arab-Israeli wars and was fought between Israel and all of its neighboring countries—Egypt, Jordan, Syria and Lebanon—which were aided by other Arab nations. The war concluded with a decisive victory for Israel in which it expanded its territory significantly—the Gaza Strip and Sinai Peninsula from Egypt, the West Bank and East Jerusalem from Jordan and the Golan Heights from Syria. The warfare created hundreds of thousands of refugees and brought under Israeli rule more than one million Palestinians in the occupied territories. Of course, the status of these captured territories became a major point of contention in the continuing Arab-Israeli conflict.

Jeffrey Bickel
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**Directed by** Edwin J. Burke

**Production:** Fox Film Corp. **Distribution:** Fox Film Corp. **Producer:** Winfield Sheehan. **Screenwriter:** Edwin Burke. **Based on the book** Now I’ll Tell by Mrs. Arnold Rothstein. **Cinematographer:** Ernest Palmer. **Art Direction:** Jack Otterson. **Editor:** Harold Shuster. **Music:** Arthur Lange. **With:** Spencer Tracy, Helen Twelvetrees, Alice Faye, Robert Gleckler, Henry O’Neill.

35mm, b/w, 87 min.

NOW I’LL TELL 1934

Gangster Arnold Rothstein, remembered in history as the man who fixed the 1919 World Series, was shot in 1928 and, as he lay dying, refused to name his killer. In 1933, Fox Film contracted his widow, Carolyn Rothstein, to write a tell-all book as the basis for a film à clef in which, camouflaged as “Virginia Golden,” she became a paragon of virtue, wringing her hands behind a firewall of blithe ignorance.

Substantive details were provided by her ghostwriter, Donald Henderson Clarke, a Rothstein confidante who had published In the Reign of Rothstein in 1929. “My picture of Rothstein,” he wrote, “… is simply of a quiet, medium-sized man, inconspicuously dressed, in this restaurant or that, in this courtroom or that, or strolling on a sidewalk with a friend, frequently reaching down to snap the garter on his sock, his ready laughter revealing those white, even, artificial teeth, hardly whiter than his pallid skin, which was like a woman’s.” Dramatic fabrications were added by writer-director Edwin Burke until the full title of the resulting film, Now I’ll Tell by Mrs. Arnold Rothstein, became something of a misnomer.

Spencer Tracy is designated “Murray Golden,” changed at the behest of the Production Code Administration which unofficially forbade the celebration of name criminals. As portrayed by the stately Helen Twelvetrees, Virginia is a patrician blueblood antithetical to the 21-year-old showgirl, Carolyn Greene, whom Rothstein wed in 1909. To accommodate the Baseball Commission, Murray Golden fixes boxing matches, not baseball games and his narrative is unencumbered by other Rothstein diversions like bootlegging, labor racketeering and murder. Variety wasn’t buying the subterfuge, cagily noting that Tracy’s Golden resembled Rothstein “in his moods and methods, many of which will be recognized by those who knew or studied him.” Shirley Temple’s kidlet gets the smiles but Alice Faye’s prostitute gets the musical number in this restored pre-Code version.

Scott MacQueen
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DISORDERLY CONDUCT 1932

In his seventh picture with Fox Film Corporation, and the first to achieve box office success since his debut in 1930’s *Up The River*, Spencer Tracy broke free of the typecasting that relegated him to roles as crooks, con men, and mugs played for comedic effect, and took on the role of good-natured but embattled lead in this morally complex police melodrama.

As payback for refusing a bribe from a bootlegging racket and arresting an influential politician’s daughter for speeding, ambitious but brusquely honest motorcycle cop Dick Fay (Tracy) is demoted to patrolman and banished to a distant precinct. Disillusioned by the corrupt system which punishes him, Fay lapses into crooked and reckless behavior, challenging the authority of precinct captain Tom Manning (Ralph Bellamy) and accepting graft from a gambling den. Fay’s relationship with Manning, known in the department as “Honest Tom,” becomes increasingly adversarial, as a cynical Fay scoffs at exhortations to be on the level. Their animosity flares over Manning’s fiancée, who happens to be none other than Phyllis Crawford, the entitled young lady who brought about Fay’s downfall. A police raid on the gambling hall causes events to escalate out of Fay’s control, and leads to tragedy as the racketeers seek vengeance for Fay’s double-dealing. Remorseful for his role in the events, Fay seeks to mend his crooked ways and redeem himself.

Though still largely unknown to the public—a contemporary *Variety* survey of the 133 top box office talents neglected to include Tracy at all—critics picked up on Tracy’s “highly commendable performance,” and his pivotal scene at the height of the film’s tragedy proves a marker for his tensely wound, internalized performance style, and a harbinger of the acclaimed career and roles yet to come.

*Nina Rao
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PRIVATE PROPERTY 1960

Produced on a minuscule budget reportedly just below $60,000, Leslie Stevens’ controversial directorial debut Private Property was hailed by Variety as a “possible forerunner of an American ‘new wave’ movement” and was equally condemned by the National Catholic Legion of Decency for its exploration of seduction, rape, and latent homosexuality. Due to the film’s taboo subject matter, the Production Code Administration denied the work a code seal, making Private Property the first U.S. feature to be released without MPAA approval since Otto Preminger’s stark exploration of heroin addiction, The Man with the Golden Arm, in 1955. Lack of Code approval, however, which kept major distributors from picking-up and widely releasing Private Property, didn’t prevent the disquieting independent film from eventually grossing over $2 million in box office receipts and enjoying successful art house runs across Europe.

Framed by Academy Award-nominated cinematographer Ted McCord’s gritty noir shadows as juxtaposed against a tony, sunbathed Beverly Hills location (in reality, Leslie Stevens’ own home), Private Property showcases a trio of edgy, superbly understated Method-esque performances by leads Kate Manx (in her screen debut), Corey Allen (Rebel Without a Cause), and Warren Oates (Bring Me the Head of Alfredo Garcia). As a vulnerable, affluent young woman driven to psychological distress by a sexless marriage, and further menaced by pair of sociopathic drifters, Manx conveys a muted, permeating melancholy that effectively serves to anchor the drama’s purposeful excesses of Freudian symbolism.

Married prior to the making of Private Property in 1958, Manx and Stevens would divorce in 1964, with the actress tragically dying later that year from a reported overdose of sleeping pills. Stevens continued to successfully work in film and television into the 1990s, and is best-remembered for creating and writing and directing episodes of the cult-classic science fiction television series, The Outer Limits (1963).

Mark Quigley
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**Directed by** Edgar G. Ulmer

**Production:** PRC Pictures, Inc., Henry Brash Productions. **Distribution:** Producer’s Releasing Corp. **Producers:** Henry Brash, Raoul Pegal. **Screenwriter:** Anne Greene. **Based on the novel** Dark Angel by Gina Kaus. **Cinematographer:** Franz Planer. **Art Direction:** Edward C. Jewell. **Editor:** Jack Ogilvie. **Music:** Hans Sommer. **With:** Nancy Coleman, Margaret Lindsay, Phillip Reed, Felix Bressart, Regis Toomey.

35mm, b/w, 86 min.

**Her Sister’s Secret 1946**

*Her Sister’s Secret* is a melodrama of two sisters, one of whom has a child out of wedlock, the other unable to have children but willing to adopt, leading to a conflict that Bertolt Brecht would later rework in *The Caucasian Chalk Circle*. The film demonstrates an uncommon flair for the complicated nature of emotions, for the frivolity of love, the difficulties of motherhood, and the barely concealed jealousy of the sister, while pitting itself against the unwritten Hollywood laws of a puritanical America, where a single mother has to be “punished.” Indeed, unlike standard Hollywood melodramas, here there are neither villains nor any moral condemnation, qualities that are common to German exile productions.

And this was indeed an exile production. Arnold Pressburger, himself a refugee in Hollywood, bought the novel by Austrian writer Gina Kaus, *Die Geschwister Kleh* (1932), and produced a French version in Paris as *Conflit* (1938). Pressburger then tried to remake the property in Hollywood, after producing Fritz Lang’s *Hangmen Also Die* (1943). But he couldn’t get it past the Breen Office, which opined: “that it is basically a story of illicit sex and illegitimacy, without sufficient compensating moral values,” meaning the heroine doesn’t die for her sins. He therefore gave the property to a former film distributor from Berlin, and coincidentally, his brother-in-law, Henry Brasch, as a first Hollywood project. Financed at PRC, the producer brought in Edgar G. Ulmer who hired Franz Planer as cameraman, another Austro-Bohemian-Jewish émigré, like Pressburger, Kaus, and Ulmer. Planer knew how to move a camera, German style, as the opening Mardi Gras scenes demonstrate and Ulmer squeezes every penny of production value out of those scenes. The music was supplied by another German émigré, Hans Sommer, so all the principles behind the camera were from pre-Nazi Berlin. Meanwhile, fellow Berlin compatriots Felix Bressart, Fritz Feld, and Rudolf Anders are seen in crucial minor roles.

The film was restored from a surviving 35mm camera negative with the track re-recorded, an extreme rarity, since most PRC films only survive in 16mm.

*Jan-Christopher Horak*
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Anna Sten plays a hapless Russian lab assistant studying for her U.S. citizenship papers, when her boss, who has invented a poison gas, is murdered, leading to her forced deportation on a train dubbed the “Exile Express” to Ellis Island. A friendly newspaperman (Alan Marshall) helps her escape and elude both the police and various spies attempting to acquire the scientific formula. Made and released shortly before World War II erupted in Europe, when the refugee crisis and infiltration by foreign spies were politically hot topics in the U.S., one can imagine the producers thinking they could lighten things up by making a comedy-drama about the subject. And so Jerome Cowan, Walter Catlett, and Leonid Kinskey provide comic relief, with Kinskey shamelessly scene stealing, owing to the weak direction by B-roller, Otis Garrett on loan from Universal.

Exile Express was one of the last of only a handful of films distributed by Grand National Film, a company founded in 1936 as a United Artists style operation. Housed in the old Educational Studios complex in Hollywood, Grand National went under in 1939, the studio going to PRC. The actual producer, Eugene Frenke, was Sten’s husband, who had directed her in a previous comeback attempt in the U.K., Two Who Dared (1936), in which the British cast failed to convince anyone they were passionate Russians. But it was her disastrous introduction to Hollywood by Samuel Goldwyn that turned her into a sad legend. Hailed as the new Garbo in a hugely expensive media campaign, Sten flopped in three Goldwyn pictures, mostly because she was miscast in mediocre movies, not because of her acting. After all, she was a product of the Moscow Art Theatre and had played brilliantly for Fedor Ozep, her first husband, in the Soviet Yellow Ticket (1928) and opposite Fritz Kortner in Ozep’s German production, The Murderer Dimitri Karamazoff (1931). Anna Sten is therefore worth watching in this film, because she was herself a genuine exile who had acted in five different countries in less than 10 years; for her it was not just a role in a movie.

Preservation funded by The Packard Humanities Institute

Directed by Otis Garrett
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All is not well in the hushed spaces of Jesuit Saint Gregory’s Seminary. Domi-
nated by conservative older men, the institution is sometimes suffocating to
younger initiates such as Father John Fulton (Wesley Addy), whose spiritual-
ity is stimulated more by music concerts outside of the walls, than by prayer
and study within. Even a seasoned professional like Father Arnoux (Charles
Boyer), a former lawyer and writer of searching, philosophical articles, chafes
within the small community of leaders who resist introspection and change,
and obsess over seeing their founding figure, “Blessed Joseph,” canonized by
the Roman church. Salty Monsignor Carey (William Demarest) from the local
Catholic parish is a frequent, friendly scold: admiring the Jesuits’ mission work
and determination, while needling them for their backwardness.

A new wind blasts through the stalwart institution when aged Father Sierra
(H. B. Warner), who has been bedridden and failing for several years, stands
and walks after envisioning Blessed Joseph. Suddenly, all are animated by the
apparent presence of a miracle: from young priests who have sought a sense of
spiritual meaning, to older ones who see an opportunity to advance the cause
of canonization. The public is likewise energized, as pilgrims flock to the lure of
healing power. All of this is to the great chagrin of Doctor Peter Morell (Lyle
Bettger), who treated Father Sierra and looks upon the topic of “miracles”
with derision. He is especially sorry to see his young friend Terry Gilmartin
(Barbara Rush), a socialite crippled in a riding accident, joining the pilgrims.
Morell’s disgust moves him to confide to Father Arnoux that things are not as
they seem in Father Sierra’s recovery—threatening the hopes of thousands,
including those of the small religious community.

 Trafficking in the parochial concerns of a complex subculture, director Doug-
las Sirk evokes powerful, universal emotions with this fascinating independent
production, completed before his celebrated, decade-long run as a director of
melodramas at Universal Pictures. Here, the question of openings and dead
ends that occur in both scientific pursuits and faith journeys is made remark-
ably compelling, and all the more fascinating as enacted by a sterling cast head-
ed by Boyer and Bettger—each man seeking a way to live a principled life that
accommodates both common sense and hope.

Shannon Kelley
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Journey into Light 1951

John Barrows, a New England clergyman, loses his faith when his alcoholic wife commits suicide. Despondent, he moves to Los Angeles, where he begins drinking heavily, ending up on skid row and eventually in the drunk tank. However, a mission preacher and his blind daughter decide to save him. German émigré actor Ludwig Donath, who would become famous on television in Italian Swiss Colony wine commercials as “the little old winemaker me” co-stars with Viveca Lindfors and Sterling Hayden. Produced independently by Joseph Bernard Productions, Journey into Light is one of Hollywood’s rare forays into religious filmmaking. The reasons for this hesitancy are complex, but have to do with the Production Code Administration and with Hollywood producers wishing to make films for the broadest audience possible, regardless of ethnicity or religious persuasion. Interestingly, with the breakdown of the studio system in the post World War II period, individual producers began tackling this kind of subject matter more often, including Douglas Sirk’s The First Legion (1951).

Production began in early 1951 at the Motion Picture Center Studios in Hollywood. The film’s working titles were Skid Row and What Is My Sin? Portions of the film were shot on location “on skid row” in downtown Los Angeles and the Lutheran Church in Santa Monica. The famous street crime photographer, Weegee (née Arthur Fellig), was hired as a technical consultant for the skid row scenes (his regular beat), and the Reverend J. Herbert Smith for the religious aspects. Production was briefly interrupted when actor Sterling Hayden was subpoenaed to appear before the House Committee on Un-American Activities. Worried that his career might be over, Hayden became a “friendly” witness and was not blacklisted, unlike his fellow unfriendly witnesses. Testifying that he had been a member of the Communist Party in 1946, Hayden named three individuals as fellow Communists, earning him the praise of a committee member who called him “an intensely loyal American citizen.” He was able to return to the film’s production and continue his career. In his 1964 autobiography, Wanderer, he regretted his testimony and added “not often does a man find himself eulogized for having behaved in a manner that he himself despises.”

Jan-Christopher Horak
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After nearly 15 years as the silver screen’s reigning “Queen of the Movies,” Mary Pickford lovingly concluded her silent movie career with one of her best films—the utterly charming romantic comedy, My Best Girl. Featuring future husband Charles “Buddy” Rogers as her leading man, Pickford shines as a department store Cinderella who falls in love with the owner’s son, once again exhibiting the wide-ranging talent that had made her a sensation the world over.

Based on a story by novelist Kathleen Norris, the screenplay (originally titled Paradise Alley) was written by Hope Loring, who had co-authored Paramount’s successful World War I epic Wings (1927)—which had featured Rogers. An attraction between the two actors sparked during Roger’s audition with Pickford and subsequently blossomed while the cameras rolled. As Pickford biographer Jeffrey Vance relates, “What makes My Best Girl special is that it captures the miracle of two people falling in love with each other as their characters do. It is challenging to capture genuine emotion on a cold piece of celluloid, but falling in love is beautifully immortalized in My Best Girl.” Fittingly, the movie depicts Pickford’s first romantic screen kiss in a feature film.

Director Sam Taylor honed his comedy chops directing and co-directing a string of classic Harold Lloyd films (including Safety Last!, 1923; and The Freshman, 1925), and his experienced hand is especially evident in the film’s overall polish and by the engaging way he textures the strange and quirky characters that populate the shop girl’s milieu. The sophisticated photography was contributed by longtime Pickford cinematographer Charles Rosher. Fresh from his Oscar-winning work on F.W. Murnau’s Sunrise (1927), Rosher created a special lens, the “Rosher Kino Portrait Lens,” for Pickford’s close-ups on My Best Girl to help the 35-year-old actress portray her 17-year-old character. While Taylor would go on to direct most of Pickford’s sound pictures, My Best Girl would prove to be Rosher’s last completed film with the star actress and producer.

This new print of My Best Girl is based on the Archive’s earlier restoration, which combined the best shots from two 35mm acetate fine grains and a 1940s era 16mm print, and featured remade intertitles to improve the overall appearance of the film. This new print incorporates several recent refinements, including better quality copying of shots derived from the 16mm source and improved timing.

Steven K. Hill
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THE SON’S RETURN 1909
Preservation funded by The Packard Humanities Institute, The Mary Pickford Foundation, and the Museum of Modern Art.


DCP, b/w, silent, 11 min.

This recently re-discovered Biograph short features Mary Pickford in her second major screen role. In it, she plays Mary, the sweetheart of Will (Charles West), a country innkeeper’s son who heads to the big city and becomes a successful banker. After five years, he returns to his poverty-stricken parents who do not recognize him and plot to rob their own son. Fortunately, Mary steps in to help the drama end happily. The Son’s Return was directed by D.W. Griffith and was shot on location in Leonia and Coytesville, New Jersey.

Preserved from the 35mm nitrate Biograph camera negative. Laboratory services by Cinelicious. Special thanks to: Alan Boyd, the Library of Congress.

A MANLY MAN (a.k.a His Gratitude) 1911
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35mm, b/w and tinted, silent, approx. 12 min.

Of the over 30 one-reelers Mary Pickford made in Cuba for Carl Laemmle’s Independent Motion Pictures Company, A Manly Man is one of few that survives today. Pickford plays Lola, a young Filipino woman who falls in love with Duncan (William E. Shay), a Caucasian man sent to her village on business. After Lola risks her life nursing his fever and saving him from a knife attack, Duncan marries her and resists the temptation to return to his American fiancée. Directed by Thomas Ince and co-starring Pickford’s first husband Owen Moore, A Manly Man was later reissued under the title His Gratitude.

Preserved from a 35mm nitrate print of the re-titled 1914 reissue version, His Gratitude. Laboratory services by The Stanford Theatre Film Laboratory, and Film Technology Company, Inc.
In the late 1920s, the talkies introduced a wave of all-star revues, such as MGM’s *The Hollywood Revue of 1929* and Warner Bros.’s *The Show of Shows* (1929), which were inspired by the boisterous spirit of vaudeville. Paramount used this variety format as a vehicle to showcase a dazzling array of radio personalities—15 total—whose stardom was built on coast-to-coast radio programs, record sales and nightclub shows. Radio was in its golden age, and Hollywood had found ways to capitalize on its popularity.

*The Big Broadcast* stars Bing Crosby in his first major role in a feature. The crooner had made his screen debut in Universal’s *King of Jazz* (1930) as part of The Rhythm Boys trio. Crosby later signed with Mack Sennett, starring in a string of successful musical comedy shorts. In *The Big Broadcast*, Crosby portrays a radio heartthrob whose perennial tardiness—caused by Sharon Lynn’s vampy Mona Lowe (a play on the tune “Moanin’ Low”)—leads a sponsor to pull the plug on the WADX station. When Mona jilts him for another man, the inconsolable (and inebriated) Bing enters a suicide pact with newfound friend Leslie (Stuart Erwin), an equally lovelorn Texas oilman. In the sober light of day, Leslie resolves to set things right by buying the radio station and preparing the next big broadcast.

The loose narrative interweaves performances by each of the radio talents, among them the Boswell Sisters, Cab Calloway (who steals the show with “Kickin’ the Gong Around”) and the Mills Brothers. Burns and Allen make their feature film debut as the distressed station manager and his birdbrained stenographer. Director Frank Tuttle, who had been making comedies since the early 1920s, further animates the film by employing a number of delightful camera tricks that harken back to slapstick two-reelers. The film proved to be a hit, prompting Paramount to revisit the variety format with *International House* (1933) and three more *Big Broadcast* pictures in the 1930s.

*Jennifer Rhee*
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**Directed by** Leo McCarey

**Production:** Paramount Productions, Inc. **Distribution:** Paramount Productions, Inc. **Producer:** E. Lloyd Sheldon. **Screenwriters:** Grover Jones, Richard Connell, Frank Butler. **Based on the play** The Milky Way by Lynn Root and Harry Clork. **Cinematographer:** Alfred Gilks. **Art Direction:** Hans Dreier, Bernard Herzbrun. **Editor:** LeRoy Stone. **With:** Harold Lloyd, Adolphe Menjou, Verree Teasdale, Helen Mack, William Gargan. 35mm, b/w, 85 min.

**THE MILKY WAY 1936**

Although *The Milky Way* adapted from the successful 1934 Broadway play of the same name was originally intended as a Jack Oakie vehicle, the role of timid, bespectacled Burliegh Sullivan ended up being a pitch-perfect character for Harold Lloyd, who had already successfully transitioned to sound films. Utilizing all of Lloyd’s silent-era strengths for madcap physical comedy and pratfalls, this very funny and breezy screwball comedy shines with the star’s performance as a mild-mannered milkman who is mistakenly identified as a boxing champion.

When it debuted in 1936, *The New York Times* stated, “We expected a one-man show; *The Milky Way* is nearer a three-ring circus.” Helmed by the talented Leo McCarey, this film is a fine example of the director’s tremendous winning streak of critically acclaimed and financially successful features throughout the 1930s, each noted for their outstanding ensemble work. In the end, it is ringmaster McCarey and his fine supporting cast that elevate this gem to comedic perfection. Wisecracking, gum-smacking Adolphe Menjou as the insomniac fight manager, Helen Mack as the feisty sister, the delightful Verree Teasdale who teaches our hero to box in waltz-time, and sparring partner Lionel Stander are just several of the supporting players that easily contribute to the film’s unwavering amusement. Lionel Stander got to reprise his role in the 1946 Samuel Goldwyn remake of this film titled *The Kid From Brooklyn*, starring Danny Kaye.

Hollywood anecdotes have long indicated that producer Goldwyn had the original negative and almost all existing prints of *The Milky Way* destroyed when he bought the rights to remake the film. Thankfully, Harold Lloyd’s 35mm safety dupe negative made from his original nitrate print was vaulted at the Archive many decades ago and was the source of this photochemical preservation.

Todd Wiener
BRANDY IN THE WILDERNESS 1969

An oblique portrait of the artist as a young man, Stanton Kaye’s 1969 feature confirmed a prodigious filmmaking talent, and chronicled and embodied an anarchic spirit abroad in the American independent filmmaking scene of the 1960s. Nimbly skating between observations of insular family and relationship dynamics and impressionistic depictions of social class experience, 45 years after its making the film offers a (still) refreshing figuration of artistically inclined Americans, not as obscure elites, but as fellow citizens who strive and struggle like anyone else. It also announced an exciting range of possibilities for penetrating and revealing techniques for telling one’s own story, and for offering an autobiographical form every bit as clamorous and turbulent as one’s own life. Named to the National Film Registry in 2013 by the Library of Congress, Brandy’s power to confound and delight remains undiminished.

The film finds its lead character “Simon Weiss” (a stand-in or avatar for Stanton Kaye) drifting from job to job on the fringes of the film world, until his angel materializes in the form of “Brandy” (the film’s version of Kaye’s collaborator Michaux French), who hires him to direct her script. The two undertake a cross-country journey ostensibly to produce this work, also visiting family members, and dealing with the impact of their rapidly-forming but complicated emotional bond. Will they be lovers? Will they finish a film together? Will it all just come apart?

Significantly, as they pursue their own film project, the status of the film that we are witnessing becomes its own enigma. Begun as a diaristic document narrated by Simon, it becomes, at half-time, the property of Brandy, who addresses us with her own version of the present sojourn, along with telling details of her backstory and a glimpse of the surprising future that the two artist-searchers seem poised to form together. The fractured telling of their tale, free-associating family snapshots and oblique interview fragments, gives a clue to the torrential energies that inform and propel their story as creative aspirants fleeing workaday lives, and willing to endure vertiginous emotional traumas on the road to an uncertain destiny. Filmmakers within a film, they lead us into a hall of mirrors both cryptic and beautiful.

Shannon Kelley

Preserved from the original 16mm bl/w negative alb rolls, a 16mm composite fine grain master positive, and a 16mm print. Laboratory services by Fotokem, Audio Mechanics, Endpoint Audio Labs, and Simon Daniel Sound. Special thanks to: Stanton Kaye.
The Voting Rights Act of 1965 is one of the landmark pieces of legislation in the 20th century. In tonight’s program we will be taking a look at how this bill was covered in the Hearst newsreels and showing the speech President Lyndon Johnson gave before submitting it to Congress. We will start by looking at three newsreels covering the passage of the Civil Rights Act of 1964; another civil rights landmark, which many people felt was not strong enough in regards to guaranteeing voting rights. These concerns prompted President Johnson to create the bill which became the Voting Rights Act of 1965. Johnson’s actions took place during the famous Selma to Montgomery Marches, which included the infamous “Bloody Sunday” beatings of civil rights activists on March 7, 1965. This evening’s program will include footage shot two days later when another attempt to cross the Edmund Pettus Bridge was made. Shortly before reaching the bridge Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. halted the march and led the group back to their starting point. As a result March 9 became known as “Turnaround Tuesday.”

This evening’s highlight will be the screening of Johnson’s complete “We Shall Overcome,” or “the American Promise,” speech, which Johnson delivered before a joint session of Congress on March 15. This will be followed by a short filmed interview with King where he discusses a meeting he had with Johnson regarding recent events. Aside from coverage of the Voting Rights Act, newsreels to be screened will include coverage of other events of note from 1964 and 1965, among them the Beatles in Holland, Ted Kennedy surviving a plane crash, the death of King Farouk of Egypt, and American troops arriving in San Francisco prior to being sent to Vietnam.

Blaine Bartell

Preserved from 35mm safety original negative, and 35mm triacetate composite dupe negatives. Laboratory services by The Stanford Theatre Film Laboratory, Simon Daniel Sound, Audio Mechanics, DJ Audio, and Film Technology Company, Inc. Special thanks to: King Features.
In a foreboding mountaintop castle an evil necromancer, attended by an avian familiar, holds a virgin princess spellbound. Guided by a wise elder, her lover storms the aerie, overcomes the hideous creatures that guard it, destroys the sorcerer and rouses his beloved from her enchantment. Walt Disney’s Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs (1937) or Sleeping Beauty (1959)? No, the Halperin Brothers’ White Zombie. The most famous horror movie from Poverty Row is nothing but a fairy tale in mufti, pegged to a jazz age voodoo vogue popularized by William Seabrook’s occult writings.

Quickly produced on the cheap to exploit the post-Dracula horror film cycle, White Zombie was sneered at for decades before its rehabilitation in the 1960s by scholars like William Everson, Carlos Clarens, and Arthur Lennig. An incredibly two-brained film, White Zombie’s reach far exceeds its grasp. Within five minutes its ostensible setting in contemporary Haiti is discounted as the story reels backward into realms of mythological romanticism. Performances and line readings worthy of bad regional dinner theater abruptly segue into camera moves and Cocteau-like imagery that are the definition of cinema, underscored by fruity library music of overwhelming panache. At the center of it all is Bela Lugosi giving a signature performance of Mephistophelean malevolence that, after 80 years, still rings down the corridors of time.

A crazy, ineffable critical mass was reached in White Zombie making it an unequivocal pop culture signpost whose influence has left an imprint on everything from Disney family values to Rob Zombie’s metronymic heavy metal band. It codified the Lugosi chick magnet persona in ways that even Dracula (1931) never could (to wit the televangelical White Zombie fever dream shared by Johnny Depp and Martin Landau in Tim Burton’s Ed Wood, 1994). The film’s back-of-the-head magic is perhaps best not explicated but simply appreciated.

As quizzically declared by Madge Bellamy’s doe-eyed, kewpie doll heroine upon waking from her reverie, “I dreamed!”

Scott MacQueen

Preserved from an incomplete 35mm composite nitrate print, an original 35mm acetate 1952 reissue print, an original 1952 16mm print, 35mm acetate dupe negative reels, two 35mm acetate dupe negative reissue prints. Laboratory services by The Stanford Theatre Film Laboratory, Audio Mechanics, DJ Audio, and Simon Daniel Sound. Special thanks to: the Library of Congress; Greg Luce/Sinister Cinema; Samuel M. Sherman—Independent-International Pictures Corp.

Preceded by:

WHITE ZOMBIE Original Release Trailer 1932
Preservation funded by The Packard Humanities Institute.
35mm, b/w, 3 min.

Preserved from a 35mm composite nitrate print. Laboratory services by The Stanford Theatre Film Laboratory, Audio Mechanics, DJ Audio, and Simon Daniel Sound.

WHITE ZOMBIE Reissue Trailer 1970
Preservation funded by The Packard Humanities Institute.
35mm, sepia toned, 3 min.

Preserved from a 35mm composite acetate print. Laboratory services by The Stanford Theatre Film Laboratory. Special thanks to: Greg Luce/Sinister Cinema.
OUANGA 1935

Ouanga is the anti-White Zombie, decidedly unromantic and supplanting that film’s “Sleeping Beauty” trappings for a harsh tale of lust and miscegenation in genuine Caribbean locations. The color line is now everything as Black plantation owner and voodoo priestess Clelie Gordon (Fredi Washington) feverishly pursues the forbidden love of a white man (Philip Brandon) and calls out her Black zombies to cinch it. To square the circle, Clelie’s Black overseer, LeStrange (Sheldon Leonard), burns for the haughty and indifferent Clelie only to be rebuffed. The backstory of Ouanga is even more scandalous.

In 1933 a United Fruit Company banana boat left New York transporting George Terwilliger’s movie company to Haiti to film Drums in the Jungle. On board were African American stage actress, Fredi Washington, and her supporting man, a young Jewish stage actor named Sheldon Leonard. Washington would be acclaimed the following year for her role in another miscegenation drama, Imitation of Life (1934), while Leonard’s greatest accolades as the producer of The Dick Van Dyke Show and I Spy were decades away. Upon arrival in Port-au-Prince the prop man promptly stole sacred relics. “This is very bad!” moaned director Terwilliger. Death threats caused the company to abandon Haiti for Jamaica where they encountered a typhoon, mud, heat, stinging insects, disease and death. Two of the local supers drowned in a mud bog, the make-up man succumbed to yellow fever, the sound man broke his neck, the key grip bled to death on a Kingston beach after being attacked by a barracuda. Is it surprising that director George Terwilliger never made another picture?

Ouanga was not seen in the U.S. until 1941 when it was released as The Love Wanga on the States’ Rights circuit, censored by the Breen Office. The sole surviving 35mm copy was even further reduced by a sub-distributor, leaving Ouanga 15 minutes shy of the original 70-minute version released by Paramount as a British quota quickie in 1935.

Scott MacQueen
Preserved from an abbreviated 35mm 1951 acetate reissue print. Laboratory services by The Stanford Theatre Film Laboratory, Audio Mechanics, and DJ Audio.
THE CRIME OF DOCTOR CRESPI 1935


Independently produced by director Auer, it was the first film to be released under the Republic Pictures brand and Auer would remain with Republic right up to the company’s demise in the 1950s. With von Stroheim’s megalomaniacal surgeon indulging his audience persona as “The Man You Love to Hate,” Crespi also accommodates homage high and low. It rekindles the grotesqueries of The Wedding March (1928) and nods to Carl Th. Dreyer and Universal monster movies with a Vampyr-inspired cemetery trek and the casting of Dracula (1931) and Frankenstein (1931) sidekick Dwight Frye as an unorthodox hero. An unprepossessing actress named Jeanne Kelly has a forgettable bit role as the desk nurse; who would guess that, rechristened Jean Brooks, she would make an indelible impression as Jacqueline, the doomed devil-worshipper of Val Lewton’s The Seventh Victim (1943)?

Scott MacQueen

Preserved from the incomplete original nitrate picture and track negatives, reels of a 35mm nitrate French dupe negative, reels of a 35mm acetate fine grain master, and an original 16mm reduction print. Laboratory services by The Stanford Theatre Film Laboratory, Audio Mechanics, DJ Audio, and Simon Daniel Sound. Special thanks to: David Shepard—Film Preservation Associates, Inc.; Academy Film Archive; Greg Luce—Sinister Cinema.
The Drums of Jeopardy is the best Fu Manchu movie Warner Oland never made. No sooner had Oland finished playing Dr. Fu Manchu in two pictures for Paramount than little Tiffany Pictures grabbed him along with Fu Manchu scenarist Florence Ryerson and set them about a new rendering of Harold MacGrath’s venerable melodrama The Drums of Jeopardy, previously filmed with Wallace Beery in 1923.

In the Paramount films Oland was a brilliant Chinese doctor who vows to destroy the entire Petrie family when his wife and child are killed in the Boxer Rebellion; here, as the brilliant Slavic chemist Dr. Boris Karlov, he vows to exterminate the Petroffs, a family of White Russians whose black sheep son is responsible for the compromise and death of his daughter. The formula is adhered to precisely, handsomely produced by Phil Goldstone and directed by George Seitz (an old hand at Pearl White serials and later factotum of the Andy Hardy features for MGM).

The Drums of Jeopardy is a final showcase for Oland’s ethnic diversity before Charlie Chan would claim him forever. Karlov’s rabid Bolshevik leanings are limned by a gleeful sadism (awaiting torture, a stoic Petroff assures Karlov that he will make no outburst while Karlov cheerfully admonishes him, “But I want you to cry out!”). Oland’s nemesis is Clara Blandick, the heroine’s bulldog spinster aunt and seeing Auntie Em spar with and hold her own against Dr. Fu Manchu is worth the price of admission alone.

Tiffany productions are an especially endangered species. Reissued as The Mark of Terror then sold briefly to early television, The Drums of Jeopardy film elements eventually deteriorated to the brink of total extinction. The restoration has been serendipitously cobbled together from six different sources.

Preserved from two reels of the original nitrate picture and track negatives, two reels of 35mm nitrate composite print, and three original 16mm reduction prints. Laboratory services by The Stanford Theatre Film Laboratory, Audio Mechanics, DJ Audio, and Simon Daniel Sound. Special thanks to: Greg Luce—Sinister Cinema; Karl Thiede; Rita Belda—Sony Pictures Corporation; the Library of Congress; The British Film Institute.
SILENT FRAGMENTS

It is estimated that nearly 90 percent of all silent films are lost today. Of that small percentage of titles which does survive at archives, studios, and in private collections, much has yet to be preserved, while far too many of those that have been preserved exist only in fragmentary form. (For example, only portions remain of the performances of Clara Bow, Gary Cooper, and Louise Brooks, respectively, in the preservation elements housed at UCLA Film & Television Archive of Three Weekends, 1928; Beau Sabreur, 1928; and Just Another Blonde, 1926.) But instead of being sobering, this program is meant to be celebratory, showcasing the preservation of silent film fragments at UCLA through numerous examples that provide tantalizing glimpses and entertaining insight into movies that in effect no longer exist. As preserved from incomplete or deteriorating 35mm nitrate prints and negatives, photographic paper prints, and 16mm home movie editions, these fragments range from complete single reels of subjects to abbreviated versions, collections of scenes, and mere seconds of extant footage. Included are features and shorts, documentaries, serials, promotional subjects, and trailers from defunct studios such as Vitagraph and Santa Barbara Films to industry giants Paramount Pictures and 20th Century-Fox, both current collaborators in preservation with UCLA. Fortunately, not all silent film preservation consists of races-to-the-rescue that never take place, chapter plays “to be continued” that don’t, unconsummated romances, and previews of coming attractions that will not be coming soon to a theater near you. So to round out the program, a recently-preserved, intact short subject, Jiggs and the Social Lion (1920), will be screened, compiled from two different source elements to ensure its completeness.

Jere Guldin

VITAGRAPH FRAGMENTS, No. 5 1908
Preservation funded by the Library of Congress.
35mm, silent, b/w, approx. 10 min.

Preserved by UCLA Film & Television Archive and the Library of Congress Packard Campus for Audio-Visual Conservation from a 35mm photographic paper print. Laboratory services by UCLA Film & Television Archive, and Film Technology Company, Inc.

UNIDENTIFIED PATHE TRICKFILM ca. 1905
Preservation funded by The American Film Institute/National Endowment for the Arts Film Preservation Grants Program and The Packard Humanities Institute.
35mm, silent, b/w, approx. 2 min.

Preserved from a 35mm nitrate print. Laboratory services by The Stanford Theatre Film Laboratory and Film Technology Company, Inc.

THE BIGOT 1915
Preservation funded by The American Film Institute/National Endowment for the Arts Film Preservation Grants Program.

Directed by Donald MacDonald. Production: Santa Barbara Films. Distribution: Queen Feature Service, Kriterion Sales Corp.

35mm, silent, b/w, approx. 12 min.

Preserved from a 35mm nitrate print. Laboratory services by Film Technology Company.
Company, Inc.

**DAREDEVIL JACK** 1920
35mm, silent, b/w, approx. 10 min.

Preserved by The Packard Humanities Institute and UCLA Film & Television Archive. Preserved from a 16mm print. Laboratory services by The Stanford Theatre Film Laboratory.

**THE ADVENTURES OF TARZAN, Chapter 11: “The Hidden Foe”** 1921
35mm, silent, b/w, approx. 12 min.

Preserved by The Packard Humanities Institute and UCLA Film & Television Archive. Preserved from a 35mm nitrate print. Laboratory services by The Stanford Theatre Film Laboratory.

**THE FLOWER GIRL** 1924
Preservation funded by David Stenn.

Directed by Herman C. Raymaker. **Production**: Century Films. **Distribution**: Universal Film Manufacturing Company. **With**: Baby Peggy, Billy Franey, Jack Earle, Joe Moore.
35mm, silent, b/w, approx. 2 min.

Preserved from a 35mm nitrate print. Laboratory services by YCM Laboratories.

**FIRST NATIONAL FAMILY OF STARS** ca. 1926
Preservation funded by The Packard Humanities Institute.
35mm, silent, b/w, approx. 8 min.

Preserved from a 35mm nitrate print. Laboratory services by The Stanford Theatre Film Laboratory.

**A TRIP THROUGH CHINA** 1917
Preservation funded by the National Film Preservation Foundation.

Directed by Benjamin Brodsky. **Distribution**: State Rights, Supreme Feature Films Co. **Cinematographer**: Benjamin Brodsky. 35mm, silent, b/w, approx. 15 min.

Preserved through a partnership of the New Zealand Film Archive, the American archival community, and the National Film Preservation Foundation from a 35mm nitrate print. Laboratory services by Colorlab Corp.
CAPPY RICKS 1921
Preservation funded by The American Film Institute/National Endowment for the Arts Film Preservation Grants Program and The Packard Humanities Institute.


Preserved from a 35mm nitrate print. Laboratory services by The Stanford Theatre Film Laboratory, and Film Technology Company, Inc.

Outtakes/unedited shots for uncompleted BRINGING UP FATHER short c. 1916
Preservation funded by The Packard Humanities Institute.
Directed by Unknown. 35mm, b/w, silent, TRT approx. 8 min.

Preserved from 35mm nitrate original picture negative. Laboratory Services by the Stanford Theatre Film Laboratory.

JIGGS AND THE SOCIAL LION 1920
Preservation funded by The Packard Humanities Institute.

Preserved from 35mm nitrate original picture negative and 35mm Nitrate Foreign Negative. Laboratory Services by the Stanford Theatre Film Laboratory.

Trailer fragments for THE SILENT FLYER (1926), ROLLING HOME (1926), THE WISE WIFE (1927), THE LAST FRONTIER (1926)
Preservation funded by The American Film Institute/National Endowment for the Arts Film Preservation Grants Program and The Packard Humanities Institute.
35mm, silent, tinted, one reel, TRT: approx. 3 min.

Preserved from 35mm nitrate prints. Laboratory services by The Stanford Theatre Film Laboratory and Film Technology Company, Inc.

Total program runtime: approx. 120 min.
L.A. Rebellion has become the most common term used to describe a group of Los Angeles-based African and African American film artists recognized largely for their work produced between the 1960s and 1980s, when most of them met as students in UCLA’s School of Theater, Film and Television. Since our initial program and tour, “L.A Rebellion: Creating a New Black Cinema,” the Archive has continued to preserve films and tapes by members of the group, many of which were only identified after 2011. The following program highlights the work of women filmmakers in the L.A. Rebellion and for the first time includes work produced on video. Except for Julie Dash’s *Illusions* (1982), which has been newly restored, all the present work is premiering for the first time since their original screenings in newly preserved copies. In their variety, all the films have in common not only an African American woman’s perspective, but also a focus on the process of coming to political and social consciousness.

Jan-Christopher Horak

---

**THE SINGLE PARENT: IMAGES IN BLACK** 1982
Preservation funded by UCLA Film & Television Archive.


M. Stormé Bright’s *The Single Parent: Images in Black* (1982) examines what it is like to be an African American single parent. Parents discuss the challenges of being a single parent, how they deal with the assumptions of others, and how they continue living a “normal” life despite their new responsibilities.

Trisha Lendo

Digital preservation from ¾” U-matic tape by UCLA Film & Television Archive, Digital Lab.

**FORBIDDEN JOY** 1972
Preservation funded by UCLA Film & Television Archive.

Directed by Imelda Sheen.

In *Forbidden Joy* (1972), Imelda Sheen utilizes many avant garde techniques to tell the mysterious story of a woman picnicking in a cemetery with a toddler by her side. The films plays with mood as it changes styles of music from African, to funk, to soul, to classical, while black-and-white footage shows us a glimpse of the rough streets in the woman’s past.

Trisha Lendo

Digital transfer from 16mm projection print by UCLA Film & Television Archive, Digital Lab.

**AFRICAN WOMAN USA** 1980
Preservation funded by UCLA Film & Television Archive.


*African Woman U.S.A.* (1980) tells the story of an African woman studying dance in the U.S. and working to support a daughter at home, along with two others back in Africa. After receiving a work permit she is ecstatic, but must battle both sexism and racism when looking for a job. Her troubles continue when a man posing as a producer betrays her. The film uses jazz and traditional
African music to underscore the themes of friendship and danger that shape an African immigrant’s experience of America.

Trisha Lendo

Digital preservation from ¾” U-matic tape by UCLA Film & Television Archive, Digital Lab.

AZZ IZZ JAZZ 1978
Preservation funded by UCLA Film & Television Archive.

Directed by Jacqueline Frazier. With: Billie Harris.
DigiBeta, color, 18 min.

Jacqueline Frazier’s Azz Izz Jazz (1978) showcases jazz legend Billie Harris who performs in studio with a quartet featuring Harris on soprano sax. Among the songs performed is “I Want Some Water,” a composition that Harris, in voice-over credits, as with all his songs, to his young children which were his inspiration. In 1970, Harris, who died last year, founded the Venice, CA jazz club the Azz Izz which hosted such luminaries as Art Blakey, Horace Tapscott, Bobby Hutcherson, and Billy Higgins.

Trisha Lendo

Digital preservation from ¾” U-matic tape by UCLA Film & Television Archive, Digital Lab.

MY DREAM IS TO MARRY AN AFRICAN PRINCE 1984
Preservation funded by UCLA Film & Television Archive.

DigiBeta, color, 23 min.

My Dream is to Marry an African Prince opens with a group of young students explaining their definition of royalty based on what they’ve seen in books, television, and films. The children are then visited by a woman and man who were raised in African villages, who teach them a history lesson on the traditions and customs of Africa, which includes visions of royalty unlike anything they’ve seen before.

Trisha Lendo

Digital preservation from ¾” U-matic tape by UCLA Film & Television Archive, Digital Lab.

ILLUSIONS 1982
Preservation funded by the National Film Preservation Foundation and Women Make Movies.

16mm, b/w, 36 min.

Julie Dash’s Illusions was filmed while she was a student at UCLA with a grant from Woman Make Movies. In post-World War II Hollywood, African American Mignon Duprée passes as white to work as an executive assistant, a position she struggles to use to steer the studio towards stories about real people. Meanwhile at the same studio, African American singer Ester Jeeter is hired to dub the voice of a white actress. Duprée’s fascination with Hollywood’s power to rewrite history, is echoed in Dash’s sharp critique of that power to keep diversity out of the spotlight.

Trisha Lendo

Preserved from the original 16mm b/w reversal alb rolls and from the original 35mm magnetic soundtrack. Laboratory services by Fotokem, Audio Mechanics, and Endpoint Audio Labs. Special thanks to: Julie Dash, Maurice Schechter.

Total program runtime: approx. 130 min.
PLAYHOUSE 90: “ALAS, BABYLON” CBS, 4/03/60

Airing on primetime network television in the spring of 1960, a full two years before the Cuban missile crisis confronted the world with the dire possibility of a catastrophic thermonuclear war, CBS’s Playhouse 90 presentation of “Alas, Babylon” provided a reported audience of 24 million viewers with a shockingly realistic dramatization of the potential horrors of the atomic age. Originally announced as the premiere installment of Playhouse 90’s opening season in 1959, the production was abruptly postponed, initially without formal explanation by CBS. While the network reported weeks later that the withdrawal was to accommodate the availability of actor Charlton Heston as a possible lead in the production, the New York Times speculated that the delay of the broadcast was to avoid any negative repercussions that might impact a (then pending) visit to the United States by Soviet Premier Nikita Khrushchev.

Adapted by prolific Tony Award-winning, television writer David Shaw (Redhead) from the best-selling novel of the same name by author Pat Frank (nom de plume of journalist, Harry Hart Frank) the Playhouse 90 teleplay of “Alas, Babylon” unflinchingly portrays the tragic aftermath of a major nuclear conflict with the U.S.S.R, including scenes featuring a child being rendered blind from a violent bomb flash and a character severely disfigured by radiation burns. Narrated in flashback with solemn resignation by noir veteran Dana Andrews, who announces in the play’s first lines that he is already dead (ala Sunset Boulevard), the controversial drama was both lauded and criticized for its grim, daringly honest exploration of a scenario in which “92 percent of the world’s people were killed.” While the New York Times praised the presentation’s “remarkably convincing” performances by an all-star cast including Don Murray, Barbara Rush, Kim Hunter, Rita Moreno, Dana Andrews. DigiBeta, b/w, 90 min.

Could be served by... [the] terror and hysteria depicted in the program.’ Variety disagreed, proclaiming the broadcast as “powerful propaganda for peace.”

Mark Quigley

Preserved from the original master 2”. Video transfer at the CBS Media Exchange. Use of “Alas Babylon “episode from Playhouse 90 courtesy of CBS Broadcasting, Inc.

Preceded by:
THE PASSERBY: “The Safest Place in the World” Syndicated, 1953

A classic Cold War era morality tale. After stealing $9,000, a man decides that the safest place to stash it until the heat dies down is in a book in the New York Public Library. However the draft intervenes and after three years away (including a stint in Korea), a rude surprise awaits when he returns to retrieve the money.

Dan Einstein

Preserved from the 35mm original picture negative and a 16mm print at UCLA Film & Television Archive Digital Media Lab.
Director J.L. Anderson’s remarkable first—and only—feature, Spring Night, Summer Night has been claiming the attentions of a growing number of critics as it has gradually emerged from a decades-long obscurity following screenings, in recent years, at the Museum of Modern Art and the Rural Route Film Festival. This stunning new preservation print promises to bring the film an even wider audience and will no doubt be seen as one of the great re-discoveries of this year’s Festival.

Shot on location in rural southeastern Ohio, its rolling hills shimmering in eddies of black-and-white grain, accentuated by the film’s low-key lighting, Spring Night brings an earthy poetry to its death trap portrait of small town America. In the clamor at the family dinner table, Carl (Ted Heimerdinger) and Jessie (Larue Hall), the eldest children in a blended brood, see the grinding trajectory of their lives laid out: from carefree youth to embittered adulthood to forgotten old-age. Both, secretly, hungering for escape, they rebel against the ties that bind them to this place and to each other through an illicit act of love that brings both tender and traumatic consequences. Through these young ill-fated lovers and the hard scrabble world around them, Anderson captures in almost ethnographic detail the post-war bust of the Appalachians where regrets and recriminations are soaked in Blatz and fuel a pernicious rumor mill. This last, seemingly the town’s only booming industry, ironically offers Carl and Jessie a glimmer of hope in their impossible situation (they may not actually be related).

The galvanizing effect of Anderson’s lone directing credit comes not only from the power of his images and themes, but also from the mere fact of its existence. Writing in Sight & Sound, Archive Senior Preservationist Ross Lipman situates Spring Night along with Kent MacKenzie’s The Exiles (1961), Barbara Loden’s Wanda (1970), Charles Burnett’s Killer of Sheep (1979), and Billy Woodberry’s Bless Their Little Hearts (1984) to expand what he describes as “an unknown and completely accidental—but surprisingly coherent—body of American neo-realism.” Village Voice, on the other hand, declared it “the missing link between Shadows and The Last Picture Show.” Dropped from the lineup of the 1968 New York Film Festival in favor of John Cassavete’s Faces and with no other options for distribution, the film was picked up by exploitation distributor Joseph Brenner who tacked on some nude scenes and released a bastardized version under the title Miss Jessica is Pregnant. The restored version screening here is Anderson’s original cut, ready to take its place, finally, among the pantheon of American independent cinema.

Paul Malcolm

Preserved from a 35mm print and the original 35mm track negative. Laboratory services by The Stanford Theatre Film Laboratory, Audio Mechanics, NTSC Picture and Sound, and Simon Daniel Sound. Special thanks to: J.L. Anderson, Franklin Miller, Peter Conheim.
Andy Williams was born to be on television. A supremely gifted singer and an affable, low-key host, he graced American TV screens almost continually from the late 1950s through the 1970s, lending a calm, comfortable dignity to an often turbulent era. Born in Wall Lake, Iowa on December 3, 1927, Williams began singing with his three brothers in the local Presbyterian church choir and at the age of eight, made his professional debut as part of the Williams Brothers Quartet. A popular attraction on Des Moines radio station WHO’s “Iowa Barn Dance” program in the late 1930’s, the boys soon became known to wider audiences via stations in Cincinnati and Chicago. They eventually caught the attention of Bing Crosby, and with the crooning superstar made their first professional recording, “Swinging on a Star,” which was a national hit in 1944. Three years later, the brothers teamed up with performer Kay Thompson (future author of the popular *Eloise* children’s book series) for a highly successful nightclub act. A popular attraction on Des Moines radio station WHO’s “Iowa Barn Dance” program in the late 1930’s, the boys soon became known to wider audiences via stations in Cincinnati and Chicago. They eventually caught the attention of Bing Crosby, and with the crooning superstar made their first professional recording, “Swinging on a Star,” which was a national hit in 1944. Three years later, the brothers teamed up with performer Kay Thompson (future author of the popular *Eloise* children’s book series) for a highly successful nightclub act. However, in 1951 the Williams Brothers disbanded and Andy moved to New York to pursue a solo career. He soon joined the cast of ABC-TV’s *The College Bowl*, a short-lived, live musical comedy series set in a campus soda shop run by Chico Marx. In 1954 he began a two-and-a-half-year stint as a regular performer on Steve Allen’s *Tonight Show*, a breakthrough gig which led to his first recording contract. A string of hit records followed as did more television work. In 1962 he signed with Columbia Records and recorded the Top 10 hits “Can’t Get Used to Losing You,” “The Days of Wine and Roses,” and the record that was to become his theme song, “Moon River.” His own one-hour series, *The Andy Williams Show*, debuted on NBC on September 16, 1962 and quickly became a ratings winner that lasted for nine years, won three Emmys for Outstanding Variety Series, and established the cardigan-wearing singer as one of television’s most endearing and enduring personalities. Although the first years of the program featured few appearances by rock music acts (The Beach Boys, The Supremes, Chad & Jeremy) Williams was a firm supporter of the rock ‘n’ roll scene, as demonstrated by his public support of John Lennon in the former Beatle’s fight to remain in the U.S. When *The Andy Williams Show* returned to weekly television after a two-year hiatus in 1969, producers Chris Bearde and Allan Byline took it in a new direction, one with a decidedly psychedelic look and feel, and with major rock, soul, folk, country and contemporary pop acts appearing on a regular basis.

Working from original master 2” tapes placed with the Archive by Andy Williams and the Williams family, the Archive has lovingly put together a program focusing on Williams and his young musical guests, among them the aforementioned Beach Boys, Supremes, and Chad & Jeremy, along with such luminaries as Creedence Clearwater Revival, The Ike & Tina Turner Revue, Johnny Cash, Elton John, The Jackson Five, The Rascals, Peter, Paul & Mary, Dusty Springfield, Sly & The Family Stone, Bobbie Gentry, Simon & Garfunkel, Aretha Franklin, Sonny & Cher, and many others.

Dan Einstein & Randy Yantek

Preserved from the original 2” master videotapes. Video transfers at DC Video and Retro Video. The Andy Williams Show courtesy of Barnaby Productions.
Woman on the Run 1950

Shot largely among the gritty working class landscapes of mid-century San Francisco, Woman on the Run spotlights Ann Sheridan as an acerbic wise-cracking wife in search of her estranged husband who suddenly disappears after witnessing a gangland assassination.

After suffering through a series of disappointing roles at Warner Bros., Sheridan bought out her remaining contract and turned to the upstart independent Fidelity Pictures in an attempt to re-establish her career as a leading lady. The resultant film was Woman on the Run, and Sheridan delivers a tour-de-force performance, aided by equally strong turns by Dennis O’Keefe, Robert Keith, John Qualen, Frank Jenks.

Director Norman Foster, a former protégé of Orson Welles, had just returned to Hollywood after helming a successful string of features in Mexico and captured the anxiety-driven mood of Alan Campbell’s screenplay with seemingly effortless dexterity. The Bay Area location filming—in addition to the opening sequence shot in Bunker Hill and the dramatic climax staged at the Santa Monica Pier—was beautifully shot by esteemed cinematographer Hal Mohr and adds atmospheric realism to the production that studio-bound efforts of the era could not hope to match.

Although the film opened strongly amidst positive critical reviews, attendance dwindled precipitously due in part to a bizarre advertising campaign that touted the movie as a woman’s picture: “a probing study of the failure of modern marriage.” Quickly falling into obscurity, the film has been long and unjustly neglected, compelling Film Noir Foundation founder and president Eddie Muller to remark that “If Woman on the Run had been directed by Raoul Walsh or Joseph H. Lewis or Don Siegel, it would have been rediscovered decades ago and heralded as a minor masterpiece.”

For years it was believed that a restoration of Woman on the Run was impossible after the last known surviving print of this film was destroyed in a studio fire. An exhaustive worldwide search was eventually rewarded with the discovery of duplicate pre-print elements in the vaults of the British Film Institute.

Preserved from a 35mm nitrate dupe picture negative, a 35mm nitrate composite print, and a 35mm acetate composite print. Laboratory services by Film Technology Company, Audio Mechanics, DJ Audio, and Simon Daniel Sound. Special thanks to: The British Film Institute, The Hollywood Foreign Press Association, Universal Pictures.
Preservation funded by The Hollywood Foreign Press Association and The Film Foundation

Directed by John Ford

35mm, b/w, 103 min.

THE LONG VOYAGE HOME 1940

The powers and fascinations of director John Ford and playwright Eugene O’Neill are happily met in this 1940 feature dramatizing the lives of men who serve as crew members aboard commercial freighters. Like O’Neill, Ford nursed a lifelong obsession with sailing and the sea, and had spent his early years in Portland, Maine, amid the maritime culture that this picture describes. Adapted and updated by screenwriter Dudley Nichols (Ford’s frequent collaborator) from four of O’Neill’s early plays set aboard the fictional “SS Glencairn,” the film recounts the experiences of the ship’s crew while transporting ammunition from the West Indies to England during World War II. The story thus presents four mini-dramas, each with its own catharsis, while neatly making general points about the specialized society in which these men live—disregarded by callous superiors, consigned to repeated voyages for lack of better work, and developing codes of honor and friendships that sustain them through the severe physical and psychological hardships of their lives.

Nichols and Ford expertly martial the unconventional, four-part structure to create recurrent emotional surges, akin to the ebb and flow of great waves, as endurance and loyalty are tested again and again. The various anecdotes underscore the pressures that so often lead to bouts of drinking and brawling (tantamount to bonding), and just as often, to the decision to ship out on yet another grueling voyage. Richard Hageman’s music score underlines the same “ebb and flow” movement, adroitly counterposing the spirited shanty “Blow the Man Down” with the plaintive “Harbor Lights,” contrasting the urge to adventure with the longing for home.

Ford makes ingenious use of an admirable group of character actors, whose personification of the tight-knit crew collapses the space between stars and supporting players, taking full advantage of sterling dialogue and weighty dramatic opportunities. Particularly impressive are Thomas Mitchell as swaggering “Disscoll,” a fractured character in the best O’Neill tradition, and Mildred Natwick in her first film role as a Cockney prostitute in a harbor saloon.

A penetrating portrait of the dispossessed, the film was not a financial success, but showcases numerous talents to wonderful advantage, and as an incidental fact, was purportedly greatly admired by Eugene O’Neill, who was said to have screened the film privately numerous times.

Shannon Kelley

Preserved from a 35mm safety fine grain master, and a 35mm safety track positive. Laboratory services by Fotokem, Audio Mechanics, DJ Audio, Simon Daniel Sound. Special thanks to: Ned Price—Warner Bros.
20TH CENTURY FOX
Disorderly Conduct, Society Girl

ACADEMY FILM ARCHIVE
Hoop Dreams

THE AMERICAN FILM INSTITUTE/NATIONAL ENDOWMENT FOR THE ARTS FILM PRESERVATION GRANTS PROGRAM
The Bigot (Fragment), Cappy Ricks (Fragment), The Last Frontier (Trailer), A Manly Man, Rolling Home (Trailer), The Silent Flyer (Trailer), Unidentified Pathe Trickfilm (Fragment), The Wise Wife (Trailer)

FRANK BUXTON AND CYNTHIA SEARS
Me and the Boys

MARK CANTOR
Me and the Boys

BARBARA ROISMAN COOPER AND MARTIN M. COOPER
Hearst Metrotone News

THE CARL DAVID MEMORIAL FUND FOR FILM PRESERVATION
The First Legion, The Music Box

THE ESTATE OF RONALD TERRY SHEDLO
Now I’ll Tell

THE FILM FOUNDATION
Brandy in the Wilderness, Her Sister’s Secret, Journey Into Light, The Long Voyage Home, My Best Girl

FILM NOIR FOUNDATION
The Guilty, Too Late For Tears, Woman on the Run

THE FRANCO-AMERICAN CULTURAL FUND, A UNIQUE PARTNERSHIP BETWEEN THE DIRECTORS GUILD OF AMERICA (DGA), THE MOTION PICTURE ASSOCIATION OF AMERICA (MPAA), SOCIÉTÉ DES AUTEURS, COMPOSITEURS ET EDITEURS DE MUSIQUE (SACEM), THE WRITERS GUILD OF AMERICA, WEST (WGAW)
Her Sister’s Secret

DUDLEY HEER
Me and the Boys

HUGH HEFNER
Me and the Boys

THE HOLLYWOOD FOREIGN PRESS ASSOCIATION
Brandy in the Wilderness, Journey Into Light, The Long Voyage Home

THE HOLLYWOOD FOREIGN PRESS ASSOCIATION’S CHARITABLE TRUST (THE HFPA TRUST)
Woman on the Run

THE INTERNATIONAL ANIMATION SOCIETY, ASIFA HOLLYWOOD
Bed Time

JEFF JOSEPH/SABUCAT
The Music Box

MARK LANGER
Bed Time

LAUREL & HARDY PRESERVATION FUND, INCLUDING THE SUPPORT OF MANY SONS OF THE DESERT TENTS
The Music Box

LIBRARY OF CONGRESS
Vitagraph Fragments, No. 5

THE LOUIS B. MAYER FOUNDATION
The First Legion, Now I’ll Tell

MUSEUM OF MODERN ART
The Son’s Return

NATIONAL ENDOWMENT FOR THE HUMANITIES
Hearst Metrotone News

NATIONAL FILM PRESERVATION FOUNDATION
Behind Every Good Man, Illusions, A Trip Through China (Fragment)

THE PACKARD HUMANITIES INSTITUTE
Bachelor’s Affairs; The Big Broadcast; Bringing Up Father (Outtates/unedited shots for uncompleted short); Cappy Ricks (Fragment); The Crime of Dr. Crespi; De Bote en Bote; The Drums of Jeopardy; Exile Express; First National Family of Stars (Fragment); Hearst Metrotone News; Jiggs and the Social Lion; The Last Frontier (Trailer); A Manly Man; Men in War; The Milky Way; My Best Girl; Now I’ll Tell; Ouanga, Private Property; Rolling Home (Trailer); The Silent Flyer (Trailer); The Son’s Return; Spring Night, Summer Night; Unidentified Pathe Trickfilm (Fragment); White Zombie; White Zombie (Original Release Trailer); White Zombie (Reissue Trailer); The Wise Wife (Trailer)

ELEANOR AND GLENN PADNICK
Now I’ll Tell

THE MARY PICKFORD FOUNDATION
My Best Girl, The Son’s Return

SONY PICTURES CORPORATION
The Milky Way

DAVID STENN
The Flower Girl (Fragment)

SUNDANCE INSTITUTE
Hoop Dreams

UNIVERSAL PICTURES
The Big Broadcast

THE WINKLEVOSS FOUNDATION IN MEMORY OF FRANK LEONARD
The Midnight Patrol, The Music Box

WOMEN MAKE MOVIES
Illusions
In recognition of UCLA Film & Television Archive for their monumentous work preserving the legacy of motion pictures

BURNS AND ALLEN IN LAMBCOOPS (1929)

WARNERARCHIVE.COM
©2015 Warner Bros. Entertainment Inc. All Rights Reserved
The Ralph and Barbara Edwards Family Foundation congratulates UCLA Film & Television Archive on 50 years of historic preservation.

This Is Your Life
Truth or Consequences
Name That Tune
It Could Be You
Place The Face

These Ralph Edwards Productions programs and more are housed permanently at UCLA Film & Television Archive.
Paulist Productions celebrates UCLA Film & Television Archive for 50 years of preserving the past and looking to the future.

The Power of Positive Programming
www.paulistproductions.org
The Mary Pickford Foundation is proud to support
UCLA FILM & TELEVISION ARCHIVE on its 50TH ANNIVERSARY.

Congratulations on the preservation of the Mary Pickford classic My Best Girl. We were honored to collaborate with UCLA and MoMA on the restoration of The Son’s Return. Special thanks to Alan Boyd for this discovery.

Our upcoming restoration support includes Mary Pickford’s Rosita and Fanchon the Cricket in 2015.

www.marypickford.org
Cecilia deMille Presley and The Cecil B. De Mille Foundation congratulate UCLA Film & Television Archive on 50 years of not only restoring and preserving films, but also presenting them. Thanks to UCLA, a significant part of our cinematic heritage will be accessible to future generations.
Hollywood Foreign Press Association

Celebrating UCLA Film & Television Archive’s achievements in preserving the past and defining the future of moving images
Congratulations to UCLA Film & Television Archive on 50 outstanding years

“Why preserve? Because we can’t know where we’re going unless we know where we’ve been – we can’t understand the future or the present until we have some sort of grappling with the past.” – Martin Scorsese
Hugh Hefner

Devoted to Film and Film Preservation

©2015 PLAYBOY
We Proudly Support UCLA Film & Television Archive’s Festival Of Preservation
Outfest UCLA Legacy Project

Outfest congratulates our partners at UCLA Film & Television Archive on their 50th anniversary, for their 10-year commitment to the Outfest UCLA Legacy Project, and for preserving important LGBT films like *Different from the Others* (dir. Richard Oswald, 1919), *We Were There* (dir. Pat Rocco, 1976), and *Christopher Street Gay Liberation Day footage* (dir. Kate Millett and Susan Kleckner, 1971).

For more information on the 10th anniversary of the Outfest UCLA Legacy Project, visit outfest.org
FotoKem is proud to support the
2015 UCLA Festival of Preservation

Offering Complete Film Preservation and Restoration Services

The National Film Preservation Foundation congratulates UCLA Film & Television Archive for 50 years of saving American cinema’s rich heritage. We are proud to have helped them preserve the following films:

Audio Mechanics congratulates UCLA Film & Television Archive on their 50th Anniversary!

We gratefully acknowledge UCLA for placing their trust in our work for more than 17 years and for their passion and dedication to film preservation.

We take pride in our role in the restoration and preservation of cinematic history.

www.AudioMechanics.com
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>FEATURE FILMS PRESERVED BY UCLA 1977-2015</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ABBOTT AND COSTELLO MEET Captain Kidd (1952)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AFTER TOMORROW (1932) Frank Borzage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALMOST MARRIED (1932) William Cameron Menzies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALWAYS GOODBYE (1931) William Cameron Menzies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AMERICAN TRAGEDY, AN (1931) Joseph von Sternberg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANGEL AND THE BADMAN (1946) James Edward Grant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANGELINA (1934) Louis King</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANIMAL KINGDOM, THE (1932) Edward Griffith</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANYBODY'S WOMAN (1930) Dorothy Arzner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>APPLAUSE (1929) Rouben Mamoulian</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARCH OF TRIUMPH (1948) Lewis Milestone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARGONAUTS OF CALIFORNIA, THE (1916) Henry Kibbierske</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AWFUL TRUTH, THE (1937) Leo McCarey</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BABY DOLL (1956) Elia Kazan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BACHELOR OF ARTS (1934) Louis King</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BACHELOR’S AFFAIRS (1932) Alfred Werker</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BACK TO GOD’S COUNTRY (1927) Irvin Willat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BALL OF FIRE (1941) Howard Hawks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BARKER, THE (1928) George Fitzmaurice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BARRIERS OF THE LAW (1925) J. P. McGowan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BAT, THE (1926) Roland West</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BAT WHISPERS, THE (1930) Roland West</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BECKY SHARP (1935) Rouben Mamoulian</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BELLS OF ST. MARY’S, THE (1945) Leo McCarey</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BEST OF ENEMIES (1933) Rian James</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BETTER ‘OLE, THE (1926) Charles Reisner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BIGAMIST, THE (1953) Ida Lupino</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BIG BROADCAST, THE (1932) Frank Tuttle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BIG COMBO, THE (1955) Joseph Lewis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BIG DAN (1923) William A. Wellman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BIG SHAKEDOWN, THE (1934) John Francis Dillon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BIG SLEEP, THE (1945-6) Howard Hawks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BLACK SHEEP, THE (1935) Allan Dwan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BLESS THEIR LITTLE HEARTS (1984) Billy Woodberry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BLONDE VENUS (1932) Josef von Sternberg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BLUE SKIES (1929) Alfred Werker</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BODY AND SOUL (1947) Robert Rossen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BRANDY IN THE WILDERNESS (1971) Stanton Kaye</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BRIDGE OF SAN LUIS REY, THE (1944) Rowland V. Lee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BRIGHT SHAWL, THE (1923) John S. Robertson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BUCCANEER, THE (1938) Cecil B. DeMille</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BULLFIGHTER AND THE LADY (1951) Budd Boetticher</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BUTTERFLY (1924) Clarence Brown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CALAVERAS, LOS (1930) James W. Horne</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAN’T HELP SINGING (1944) Frank Ryan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAPTAIN LASH (1929) John G. Blystone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAUGHT (1949) Max Ophuls</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHAUCER OF SORROW, THE (1916) Rex Ingram</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHASE, THE (1946) Arthur D. Ripley</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHAMPION (1949) Mark Robson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHEATERS AT PLAY (1932) Hamilton MacFadden</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHECK AND DOUBLE CHECK (1930) Melville Brown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHEER UP AND SMILE (1930) Sidney Lanfield</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHICAGO (1928) Frank Urson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHICANO LOVE IS FOREVER (1977) Efraín Gutiérrez</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHOOSING CHILDREN (1985) Debra Chasnoff, Kim Klausner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CITY STREETS (1931) Rouben Mamoulian</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CLEOPATRA (1934) Cecil B. DeMille</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CLOAK AND DAGGER (1946) Fritz Lang</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COLLEGE DAYS (1926) Richard Thorpe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COLOMBIA DAYS A (1961) Shirley Clarke</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COPACABANA (1947) Alfred W. Green</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COUSIN AT-LAW (1933) William Wyler</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COWBOY MILLIONAIRE, THE (1934) Edward Cline</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CRIME DOCTOR, THE (1934) John Robertson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CROOKED ALLEY (1922) Robert F. Hill</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CRUSADES, THE (1935) Cecil B. DeMille</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CRY DANGER (1951) Robert Parrish</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CYRANO DE BERGERAC (1950) Michael Gordon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DARK COMMAND (1940) Raoul Walsh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DARK MIRROR, THE (1946) Robert Siodmak</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DARK WATERS (1944) Andre deToth</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DAUGHTER OF THE DRAGON (1931) Lloyd Carrigan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DEATH TAKES A HOLIDAY (1934) Mitchell Leisen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DE BOTE EN BOTE (1931) James Parrott</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DESIGN FOR LIVING (1932) Ernst Lubitsch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DEVIL AND MISS JONES, THE (1941) Sam Wood</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DEVIL IS A WOMAN, THE (1935) Josef von Sternberg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DIARY OF A CHAMBERMAID, THE (1946) Jean Renoir</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DISHONORED (1931) Josef von Sternberg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DISORDERLY CONDUCT (1932) John W. Considine, Jr.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DIXIANA (1930) Luther Reed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DOCTOR JACK (1922) Fred Newmeyer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DOCTOR X (1932) Michael Curtiz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DOLLAR DOWN (1925) Tod Browning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DOUBLE CROSS ROADS (1930) Alfred Werker</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DOUBLE DOOR (1934) Charles Vidor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DOUBLE INDEMNITY (1944) Billy Wilder</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DOUBLE LIFE, A (1947) George Cukor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DRESSED TO KILL (1946) Roy William Neill</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DRUMS OF JEOPARDY, THE (1931) George B. Seitz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DUMMY, THE (1929) Robert Milton</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DYNAMITE (1929) Cecil B. DeMille</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EAST LYNNE (1931) Frank Lloyd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ENFORCER, THE (1951) Bretaigne Windust and Raoul Walsh (uncredited)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ETERNAL LOVE (1929) Ernst Lubitsch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EVANGELINE (1929) Edwin Carewe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EV’S LEAVES (1926) Paul Stone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EXILE EXPRESS (1939) Otis Garrett</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FACE IN THE CROWD, A (1957) Elia Kazan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FACES (1968) John Cassavetes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FAIR WIND TO JAVA (1953) Joseph Kane</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FAREWELL TO ARMS, A (1932) Frank Borzage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FARMER TAKES A WIFE, THE (1935) Victor Fleming</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FAST WORKER, THE (1924) William A. Seiter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Year</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1924</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1927</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1928</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1929</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1930</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1931</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1932</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1933</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1934</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1935</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1936</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1937</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1938</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1939</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1940</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1941</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1942</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1943</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1944</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1945</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1946</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1947</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1948</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1949</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1950</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1951</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1952</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1953</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1954</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1955</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1956</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1957</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1958</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1959</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1960</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1961</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1962</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1963</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1964</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1965</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1966</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1967</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1968</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1969</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1970</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1971</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1972</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1973</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1974</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1975</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1976</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1977</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1978</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1979</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1980</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1981</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1982</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1983</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1984</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1985</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1986</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1987</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1988</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1989</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1990</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1991</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1992</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1993</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1994</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1995</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1996</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1997</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1998</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1999</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2017</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2019</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2024</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2025</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2026</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2027</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2028</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2029</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2030</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2031</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2032</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2033</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2034</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2035</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2036</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2037</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2038</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2039</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2040</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2041</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2042</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2043</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2044</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2045</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2046</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2047</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2048</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2049</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2050</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
THE MINNEAPOLIS BEAN FEED, AUDITORIUM, BUFFALO, NEW YORK
APPEARANCE BY SENATOR JOHN F. KENNEDY
WHITE HOUSE, WARM SPRINGS, GEORGIA
CAMPAIGN: SPEECH BY SENATOR JOHN F. KENNEDY AT THE LITTLE SQUARE, DETROIT, MICHIGAN
CAMPAIGN: REMARKS OF JOHN F. KENNEDY AT THE LITTLE SQUARE, DETROIT, MICHIGAN
CAMPAIGN: SPEECH BY SENATOR JOHN F. KENNEDY AT THE LITTLE SQUARE, DETROIT, MICHIGAN
CAMPAIGN: SPEECH BY SENATOR JOHN F. KENNEDY AT THE LITTLE SQUARE, DETROIT, MICHIGAN
GEORGIA (10/10/60)

THE JULIE ANDREWS SHOW (NBC, 11/28/65)
THE JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL: “PART 1: HEAVEN, HELL OR PURGATORY” (KNXT, LOS ANGELES, 10/17/71)
THE JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL: “PART 2: FROM A TO ZOO” (KNXT, LOS ANGELES, 10/24/71)
JUST PLAYNE JAYNE: PILOT (1965)

THE KCET STORY (KCET, LOS ANGELES, 1972)

THE KNBC SURVEY: “HIGHLIGHTS OF ROBERT F. KENNEDY” (SYNDICATED, 11/12/65)
THE KCET STORY (KCET, LOS ANGELES, 11/14/66)

KRAFT MUSIC HALL SALUTES THE COUNT BASIE ORCHESTRA (SYNDICATED, 11/11/65)

THE MERV GRiffIN SHOW (SYNDICATED, 11/11/65)
THE MERV GRiffIN SHOW (SYNDICATED, 11/12/65)
THE MERV GRiffIN SHOW (SYNDICATED, 11/22/65)
THE MERV GRiffIN SHOW (SYNDICATED, 11/25/65)
THE MERV GRiffIN SHOW (SYNDICATED, 11/26/65)
THE MERV GRiffIN SHOW (SYNDICATED, 9/21/66)
THE MIKE DOUGLAS SHOW: EXCERPTS (SYNDICATED, 1967)
THE MIKE DOUGLAS SHOW: EXCERPTS (SYNDICATED, 3/28/69)
THE MIKE DOUGLAS SHOW: EXCERPTS (SYNDICATED, 3/13/69)
THE MIKE WALLACE INTERVIEW: XAVIER CUGAT (SYNDICATED, 1959)

MILTON BERLE STARRING IN THE KRAFT MUSIC HALL (NBC, 11/19/58)
MILTON BERLE STARRING IN THE KRAFT MUSIC HALL (NBC, 11/4/59)
MILTON BERLE STARRING IN THE KRAFT MUSIC HALL (NBC, 3/18/59)
MILTON BERLE STARRING IN THE KRAFT MUSIC HALL (NBC, 5/13/59)
MILTON BERLE STARRING IN THE KRAFT MUSIC HALL (NBC, 5/20/66)
MORT SAHL (KTTV, LOS ANGELES, 6/17/66)
MORT SAHL (KTTV, LOS ANGELES, 5/20/66)
MORT SAHL (KTTV, LOS ANGELES, 6/29/59)
MURRAY ROMAN’S TV SHOW (KTTV, LOS ANGELES, 2/12/70)
MURRAY ROMAN’S TV SHOW (KTTV, LOS ANGELES, 6/15/60)
MUSICAL COMEDY TONIGHT (PBS, 10/1/79)

THE MIKE DOUGLAS SHOW: CLYDE BEATTY (SYNDICATED, 1959)
THE MIKE DOUGLAS SHOW: ETHEL WATERS (SYNDICATED, 1959)
THE MIKE DOUGLAS SHOW: MYO-SHI UMEKI (SYNDICATED, 1959)
THE MIKE DOUGLAS SHOW: RUBE GOLDBERG (SYNDICATED, 1959)
THE MIKE WALLACE INTERVIEW: SHELLEY BERMAN (SYNDICATED, 1959)

THE MIKE WALLACE INTERVIEW: MARY GIBSON (SYNDICATED, 1959)
THE MIKE WALLACE INTERVIEW: THE KRAFT MUSIC HALL (NBC, 11/11/58)

NET FANFARE: “REHEARSAL WITH LEOPOLD STOKOWSKI” (PBS, 1971)
NET PLAYHOUSE: “HOGAN’S GOAT” (PBS, 10/6/71)
NANCY WILSON AT THE GROVE (KTLA, LOS ANGELES, 5/21/65)
THE NATIONAL CELEBRITY TEST: PILOT #1 (1968)
NEWSBEAT: “THIRTEENTH DISTRICT COUNCIL RACE” (KCET, LOS ANGELES, 1981)

NIGHTLIFE: (ABC, 10/20/65)

THE NOW SAM (SYNDICATED, 1970)
OF THEE I SING (CBS, 10/24/72)
OFFFRAMP: WITH BILL STOUT (KTLA, LOS ANGELES, 5/6/68)
OFFFRAMP: WITH KURT VON MEIER (KTLA, LOS ANGELES, 3/6/67)

ON THE GO: “ASH GROVE COFFEE HOUSE” (KTTV, LOS ANGELES, 2/18/69)
ON THE GO: “BANK CAFE” (KTTV, LOS ANGELES, 6/21/59)
ON THE GO: “BRACEROS” (KTTV, LOS ANGELES, 11/11/59)
ON THE GO: “BUCKLEY SCHOOL” (KTTV, LOS ANGELES, 3/10/60)
ON THE GO: “CHILDREN’S HOSPITAL” (KTTV, LOS ANGELES, 6/3/59)
ON THE GO: “CITY OF HOPE” (KTTV, LOS ANGELES, 9/6/59)
ON THE GO: “CUNALY FAMILY” (KTTV, LOS ANGELES, 8/18/59)
ON THE GO: “EPELEPSY” (KTTV, LOS ANGELES, 6/15/60)
ON THE GO: “EXCHANGE STUDENTS” (KTTV, LOS ANGELES, 7/7/59)

JOHN F. KENNEDY ADDRESSES THE GREATER HOUSTON MINISTERIAL ASSOCIATION (9/12/60)
JOHN F. KENNEDY PRESIDENTIAL CAMPAIGN: CAMPAIGN APPEARANCE BY SENATOR JOHN F. KENNEDY AT MEMORIAL AUDITORIUM, BUFFALO, NEW YORK (9/28/60)
JOHN F. KENNEDY PRESIDENTIAL CAMPAIGN: SPEECH BY SENATOR JOHN F. KENNEDY AT MEMORIAL AUDITORIUM, BUFFALO, NEW YORK (9/28/60)
JOHN F. KENNEDY PRESIDENTIAL CAMPAIGN: SPEECH BY SENATOR JOHN F. KENNEDY AT THE NATIONAL PLOWING CONTEST, SIOUX FALLS, SOUTH DAKOTA (9/22/60)
JOHN F. KENNEDY PRESIDENTIAL CAMPAIGN: SPEECH BY SENATOR JOHN F. KENNEDY AT THE SHERATON PARK HOTEL, WASHINGTON, DC (9/20/60)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10/1/59</td>
<td>&quot;Follies Theater&quot; (KNXT, Los Angeles, 1/4/60)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10/28/59</td>
<td>&quot;Freedom Fighters&quot; (KNXT, Los Angeles, 5/11/60)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5/26/59</td>
<td>&quot;Health Hut&quot; (KNXT, Los Angeles, 8/24/59)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10/6/59</td>
<td>&quot;Hearing Foundation&quot; (KNXT, Los Angeles, 10/28/59)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9/2/59</td>
<td>&quot;Helicopter Demonstration&quot; (KNXT, Los Angeles, 5/26/59)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4/29/59</td>
<td>&quot;Jr. Miss Universe&quot; (KNXT, Los Angeles, 11/2/59)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11/20/59</td>
<td>&quot;KNOX, LOS ANGELES, 8/24/59&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10/6/59</td>
<td>&quot;KNOX, LOS ANGELES, 5/19/60&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11/17/59</td>
<td>&quot;KNOX, LOS ANGELES, 9/1/59&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9/1/59</td>
<td>&quot;KNOX, LOS ANGELES, 11/17/59&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11/19/59</td>
<td>&quot;KNOX, LOS ANGELES, 6/16/60&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11/15/59</td>
<td>&quot;KNOX, LOS ANGELES, 11/19/59&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4/5/59</td>
<td>&quot;KNOX, LOS ANGELES, 4/5/59&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9/11/59</td>
<td>&quot;KNOX, LOS ANGELES, 9/11/59&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10/29/59</td>
<td>&quot;KNOX, LOS ANGELES, 10/29/59&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10/30/59</td>
<td>&quot;KNOX, LOS ANGELES, 10/30/59&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3/24/79</td>
<td>&quot;KNOX, LOS ANGELES, 3/24/79&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4/1966</td>
<td>&quot;KNOX, LOS ANGELES, 4/1966&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12/22/56</td>
<td>&quot;KNOX, LOS ANGELES, 12/22/56&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3/21/60</td>
<td>&quot;KNOX, LOS ANGELES, 3/21/60&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1/16/61</td>
<td>&quot;KNOX, LOS ANGELES, 1/16/61&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12/12/60</td>
<td>&quot;KNOX, LOS ANGELES, 12/12/60&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12/14/60</td>
<td>&quot;KNOX, LOS ANGELES, 12/14/60&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12/15/60</td>
<td>&quot;KNOX, LOS ANGELES, 12/15/60&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11/21/65</td>
<td>&quot;KNOX, LOS ANGELES, 11/21/65&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10/26/59</td>
<td>&quot;KNOX, LOS ANGELES, 10/26/59&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6/16/60</td>
<td>&quot;KNOX, LOS ANGELES, 4/20/60&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6/30/70</td>
<td>&quot;KNOX, LOS ANGELES, 6/30/70&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4/10/61</td>
<td>&quot;KNOX, LOS ANGELES, 4/10/61&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11/17/59</td>
<td>&quot;KNOX, LOS ANGELES, 11/17/59&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2/11/60</td>
<td>&quot;KNOX, LOS ANGELES, 2/11/60&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2/20/60</td>
<td>&quot;KNOX, LOS ANGELES, 2/20/60&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5/2/60</td>
<td>&quot;KNOX, LOS ANGELES, 5/2/60&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3/11/68</td>
<td>&quot;KNOX, LOS ANGELES, 3/11/68&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11/14/60</td>
<td>&quot;KNOX, LOS ANGELES, 11/14/60&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3/11/68</td>
<td>&quot;KNOX, LOS ANGELES, 3/11/68&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11/21/65</td>
<td>&quot;KNOX, LOS ANGELES, 11/21/65&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1/4/60</td>
<td>&quot;KNOX, LOS ANGELES, 1/4/60&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3/26/70</td>
<td>&quot;KNOX, LOS ANGELES, 3/26/70&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8/8/67</td>
<td>&quot;KNOX, LOS ANGELES, 8/8/67&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5/20/67</td>
<td>&quot;KNOX, LOS ANGELES, 5/20/67&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6/17/67</td>
<td>&quot;KNOX, LOS ANGELES, 6/17/67&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3/11/68</td>
<td>&quot;KNOX, LOS ANGELES, 3/11/68&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8/8/67</td>
<td>&quot;KNOX, LOS ANGELES, 8/8/67&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5/20/67</td>
<td>&quot;KNOX, LOS ANGELES, 5/20/67&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6/17/67</td>
<td>&quot;KNOX, LOS ANGELES, 6/17/67&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3/11/68</td>
<td>&quot;KNOX, LOS ANGELES, 3/11/68&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8/8/67</td>
<td>&quot;KNOX, LOS ANGELES, 8/8/67&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5/20/67</td>
<td>&quot;KNOX, LOS ANGELES, 5/20/67&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6/17/67</td>
<td>&quot;KNOX, LOS ANGELES, 6/17/67&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3/11/68</td>
<td>&quot;KNOX, LOS ANGELES, 3/11/68&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8/8/67</td>
<td>&quot;KNOX, LOS ANGELES, 8/8/67&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5/20/67</td>
<td>&quot;KNOX, LOS ANGELES, 5/20/67&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6/17/67</td>
<td>&quot;KNOX, LOS ANGELES, 6/17/67&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3/11/68</td>
<td>&quot;KNOX, LOS ANGELES, 3/11/68&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8/8/67</td>
<td>&quot;KNOX, LOS ANGELES, 8/8/67&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5/20/67</td>
<td>&quot;KNOX, LOS ANGELES, 5/20/67&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6/17/67</td>
<td>&quot;KNOX, LOS ANGELES, 6/17/67&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3/11/68</td>
<td>&quot;KNOX, LOS ANGELES, 3/11/68&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
THE STEVE ALLEN SHOW (SYNDICATED, 3/13/64)
THE STEVE ALLEN SHOW (SYNDICATED, 3/17/64)
THE STEVE ALLEN SHOW (SYNDICATED, 4/8/64)
THE STEVE ALLEN SHOW (SYNDICATED, 6/2/64)
THE STEVE ALLEN SHOW (SYNDICATED, 6/12/64)
THE STEVE ALLEN SHOW (SYNDICATED, 9/11/64)
THE STEVE ALLEN SHOW (SYNDICATED, 9/16/64)
THE STEVE ALLEN SHOW (SYNDICATED, 9/18/64)
THE STEVE ALLEN SHOW (SYNDICATED, 9/21/64)
THE STEVE ALLEN SHOW (SYNDICATED, 9/22/64)
THE STEVE ALLEN SHOW (SYNDICATED, 9/25/64)
THE STEVE ALLEN SHOW (SYNDICATED, 10/16/64)
THE STEVE ALLEN SHOW (SYNDICATED, 7/22/69)
THE STEVE ALLEN SHOW (SYNDICATED, 8/6/69)
STOREFRONT: COMPILATION FOR LOS ANGELES AREA EMMY AWARDS (KCET, 1973)
STOREFRONT: “S OUL R ADIO AND THE BLACK COMMUNITY” (KCET, 1973)
SUPER VISION: TALES OF TELEVISION: “BIRTH ON AN INDUSTRY” (PBS, 11/4/76)
THE T.A.M.I. SHOW: NINE YEARS LATER (PBS, 3/28/73)
T.J.’S: PILOT (ABC, 1965)
TALK BACK: SHOW #18 (KABC, LOS ANGELES, 10/10/64)
TALK BACK: SHOW #25 (KABC, LOS ANGELES, 12/19/64)
TEACHING FOR RESPONSIBLE BEHAVIOR: “AN INTRODUCTION” (1977)
TEMPO: COMPILATION FOR LOS ANGELES AREA EMMY AWARDS (KHJ, LOS ANGELES, 1968)
TEMPO: COMPILATION FOR LOS ANGELES AREA EMMY AWARDS (KHJ, LOS ANGELES, 1970)
THAT’S ENTERTAINMENT: 50 YEARS OF MGM (ABC, 5/29/74)
THIS IS YOUR LIFE: “HANNA BLOCH KOHN” (CBS, 5/27/53)
THIS IS YOUR LIFE: “ILSE STANLEY” (NBC, 11/2/55)
THIS IS YOUR LIFE: “JUDGE ARTHUR KAPLAN” (SYNDICATED, 11/26/83)
THIS IS YOUR LIFE: “SARA VEFFER” (NBC, 3/19/61)
TO TELL THE TRUTH: SHOW #2051 (SYNDICATED, 1970)
A TOAST TO JEROME KERN (NBC, 9/22/59)
TOMORROW SHOW: SHOW #4-126 (NBC, 1/29/74)
THE TOMMY BANKS SHOW: EXCERPT, WITH FRANKIE HOWARD (CBS, CANADA, 1972)
TONY McBride (KDKA, PITTSBURGH, 9/15/67)
TORCH TIME 1963: EXCERPTS (WTAE, PITTSBURGH, 1963)
TURN ON: SHOW #2 (ABC, 1969)
TVTV LOOKS AT THE OSCARS (KCET, LOS ANGELES, 1977)
THE UNHAPPY HUNTING GROUND REVISITED (KNXT, LOS ANGELES, 10/2/77)
THE UNITED STATES STEEL HOUR: “THE BIG LAUGH” (CBS, 1/24/62)
THE UNITED STATES STEEL HOUR: “THE BITTER SEX” (CBS, 1/27/61)
THE UNITED STATES STEEL HOUR: “DON’T SHAKE THE FAMILY TREE” (CBS, 5/15/63)
THE UNITED STATES STEEL HOUR: “FAR FROM THE SHADE TREE” (CBS, 1/10/62)
THE UNITED STATES STEEL HOUR: “FAREWELL TO INNOCENCE” (CBS, 11/28/62)
THE UNITED STATES STEEL HOUR: “THE GOLDEN THIRTY” (CBS, 8/9/61)
THE UNITED STATES STEEL HOUR: “THE INNER PANIC” (CBS, 9/12/62)
THE UNITED STATES STEEL HOUR: “LITTLE TIN GOD” (CBS, 4/22/59)
THE UNITED STATES STEEL HOUR: “THE OTHER WOMAN” (CBS, 5/15/62)
THE UNITED STATES STEEL HOUR: “MALE CALL” (CBS, 8/8/62)
THE UNITED STATES STEEL HOUR: “A MAN FOR OONA” (CBS, 5/12/62)
THE UNITED STATES STEEL HOUR: “MAN ON A MOUNTAINTOP” (CBS, 11/15/61)
THE UNITED STATES STEEL HOUR: “THE MAN WHO KNEW TOMORROW” (CBS, 9/22/60)
THE UNITED STATES STEEL HOUR: “OPERATION NORTHSTAR” (CBS, 12/28/60)
THE UNITED STATES STEEL HOUR: “THE PERFECT ACCIDENT” (CBS, 2/21/62)
THE UNITED STATES STEEL HOUR: “QUEEN OF THE ORANGE BOWL” (CBS, 11/13/60)
THE UNITED STATES STEEL HOUR: “THE SECRETS OF STELLA CROZIER” (CBS, 3/20/63)
THE UNITED STATES STEEL HOUR: “SHADOW OF A PALE HORSE” (CBS, 7/20/60)
THE UNITED STATES STEEL HOUR: “THE SHAME OF PAULA MARSTEN” (CBS, 4/19/61)
THE UNITED STATES STEEL HOUR: “SUMMER RHAPSODY” (CBS, 5/3/61)
THE UNITED STATES STEEL HOUR: “THE TWO WORLDS OF CHARLIE GORDON” (CBS, 2/22/61)
THE UNITED STATES STEEL HOUR: “WANTED: SOMEONE INNOCENT” (CBS, 10/17/62)
THE UNITED STATES STEEL HOUR: “WATCHING OUT FOR DULIE” (CBS, 7/12/61)
THE UNITED STATES STEEL HOUR: “WELCOME HOME” (CBS, 3/22/61)
THE UNITED STATES STEEL HOUR: “WOMAN ACROSS THE HALL” (CBS, 8/23/61)
VENICE: A NEWS AND PUBLIC AFFAIRS SPECIAL (KCET, LOS ANGELES, 1973)
THE VERY PERSONAL DEATH OF ELIZABETH SCHOLL HOLT-HARTFORD (KNXT, LOS ANGELES, 1972)
VIETNAM: THE VILLAGE WAR (KNXT, LOS ANGELES, 8/14/66)
VIGNETTES: “EL CORRIDO” (PBS, 11/4/76)
VIGNETTES: “THE PHANTOM OF THE OPEN HEARTH” (PBS, 12/23/76)
WE TWO: PILOT (CBS, 1972)
UCLA Film & Television Archive is pleased to recognize our generous contributors whose support makes it possible for us to preserve and make accessible our nation’s cultural heritage found in moving images. We would like to thank:

**LEADERSHIP SUPPORT**
Maxine and Benton Barry
Barbara and Bob Booker Sr.
The Rick Chace Foundation
The Film Foundation, Inc.
The J. Paul Getty Trust
The Andrew J. Kuehn Foundation
Lyn and John Luzwick
National Film Preservation Foundation
Nello Pace and Mary Jo Pace Trust
The Packard Humanities Institute
Ralph Edwards Productions Inc.
Quentin Tarantino
H. Van Ameringen Foundation
Pride Foundation
Ric Weiland Estate Fund

**PRESERVATION CIRCLE**
John Randolph Haynes and Dora Haynes Foundation
Iranian American Heritage Foundation of Southern California
Louis B. Mayer Foundation
The Myra Reinhard Family Foundation
San Manuel Band of Mission Indians

**PRODUCERS CIRCLE**
American Psychological Association
Erica Bunin
Barbara Roisman-Cooper ’62 and Martin Cooper ’63
Joseph Drown Foundation
Reada Bunin Edelstein
GRAMMY Foundation
Hollywood Foreign Press Association
Charitable Trust
George Lucas Family Foundation
Rohauer Collection Foundation
 Strand Releasing
Yocha Dehe Wintun Nation

**DIRECTORS CIRCLE**
Stephanie ’81 and Harold Bronson ’72
Edna and Yu-Shan Han Charitable Foundation Dated March 2, 1983
William D. Heer III
Carol Bahoric MBA ’88 and Myron Meisel
Margaret Black and John Ptak ’67

**STUDIO CIRCLE**
Sharon and Joseph Adashek ’84
Robert S. Bader
Natalie and Matthew Bernstein
James Blakely
Frank Buxton
Mary and Richard Carpenter
Rita Cossette
Custom Film Effects
Carol Frank ’80 and Ronald Diamond ’80, MFA ’82
Marcia DiRacles
Nick Grbac
Ann Greyson
Virginia Walker Gross
Crystal and Hugh Hefner P
Mindy Schrin and Jan-Christopher Horak
Eugene W. Jackson III
H. Wesley Kenney
Ron Merk
Lawrence A. Mirisch
Nepenthe Productions
Michael Duane Rutledge
Bruce Stanbery
Seymour Sussman ’52
Lawrence Turman ’49
Tuscan Corporation
Alex Winitsky
Diane and George Wolfberg ’61 P
Theodore A. Woolery

**SILVER SCREEN CIRCLE**
Bonnie Arnold and Robert Puglisi
David Berenson
The W. & R. Bernheimer Family Foundation
Noel A. Black Trust
The Bridges/Larson Foundation
Jim Brown
D. J. Audio, Inc.
Bill DiCicco
Sandra and J. Nicoll Durrie Jr.
The Early To Bed Tent - Oasis #239
Filmstyle HD, LLC
Schwab Charitable Fund
Alicia Foster Fund
John Gloske
Peter Graumann
The J. and V. H. Oakie Charitable Foundation
Pamela and Tom Korman
Deborah MFA ’75 and John Landis
Jack Larson
Schwab Fund for Charitable Giving
Linda M. Lee Fund
Patrick Ian Mc Greal ’73
Dina Merrill and Ted Hartley
Microsoft Corporation
Kathryn Mossmon
Diane Cary and Jim Parniott III MFA ’74
Alexandra Seros ’69 and Walter Ulloa
Cedar Sherbert
Anne-Marie MBA ’78 and Alex Spataru ’70, MBA ’79
Lisa Stevens Brown
Carrie Gorringle and Scott Thurlow
Underground Vaults & Storage
Kerry Sue Underwood

**CINEPHILE CIRCLE**
Autry National Center
Jo Anne and Miles Benickes ’68
Peter E. Blau
A. K. Burns
Celluloid Improvisations, LLC
Eric L. Cheevers
The Clorox Company Foundation
Elizabeth Lane and Lewis Colick MFA ’76
Luis A. Cordero
Jon F. Davison
Bob Duncan
Robert Eberlein
Jamie Curtis and Christopher Guest
Di Zhai and Michael Iracindo Ill ’91
Bradley Bayou and Mark Itkin ’75
Maria B. Jacobson
Renee Rastorfer MLI ’02 and Harry Keramidas
Library Associates Companies/LAC
Lily and Tommy Lee P
Stephen Oliver Lesser ’61
Jeffery Jon Masino
Marion Peters and Jonathan Mersel MS ’77
Thomas Nemeth MA ’06
Jennifer Owens and Jay Ornellas ’74, MBA ’76
David Sameth
Alessandro Santi
Stephen Neal Sauer ’74 P
Lacey Ebbert and Dean Smith ’54
Barbara Sproul
Francesca Talenti
Gwen Ewart and Robert Thomas
Kathleen ’72 and H.* Webster III ’70

List reflects gifts made between July 2013 and December 2014.

We have made our best attempt to accurately report Archive Donors over this period. If you have questions or concerns regarding this listing, please e-mail Patricia Biggi at pbiggi@tft.ucla.edu.

* deceased

**FESTIVAL PROGRAM SPONSOR**

RALPH EDWARDS PRODUCTIONS
UCLA FILM & TELEVISION ARCHIVE IS GRATEFUL TO THE FOLLOWING COMPANIES AND INDIVIDUALS FOR LENDING THEIR EXPERTISE TO THE UCLA FESTIVAL OF PRESERVATION

PRESERVATION LABORATORY SERVICES PROVIDED BY:

AUDIO MECHANICS
Ellis Burman
Clay Dean
Daryl Frame
Brandon Jones
Mark Mangiaghi
Oki Miyano
Kathy Nicosia
John Polito
Bob Sky
Paul Tinta

CBS MEDIA EXCHANGE
Erik Breiter
Selena Cornish
Dave Darrow
Bob Haxby
Dave Keleshian
George Lewis

CHACE AUDIO BY DELUXE
Amy Albrecht
Mark Curry
Greg Faust
Ivan Galan
Anne Kelly
Bob Heiber
Jordan Perry

THE CINEMALAB
Dan Clark
Nick Coyle
Robert David
Emily Jones

CINETECH
Beverly Brooks
Dave Cetra
William Conner
Sean Coughlin
Suzy Galvez
Tom Nobili
Dave Osterkamp
Sandy Vasquez

DC VIDEO
Craig Asato
Angie Crosthwait
David Crosthwait

DELUXE MEDIA SERVICES

DJ AUDIO
Peter Oreckinto
Tiffany Wertman

ENDPOINT AUDIO LABS
Nicholas Bergh

FILM TECHNOLOGY COMPANY, INC.
Steve Cannella
John Cassidy
Jim Crawford
Mark Emerson
Zac Fink
Kathleen Henchman
Bill Lindholm
Richard May
Ralph Sargent
Miki Shannon
Todd Spahr
Jessica Storm
Steve Wright

FOTOKEM
David Jaeckin
Doug Ledin
Walt Rose
Scott Thompson
Kim Young
Andrew Oran

MODERN VIDEOFILM, INC.
Gregg Garvin
Vincent Pirozzi
Kathy Thomson

NT AUDIO PICTURE & SOUND
Peter Bulcke
Glenn Eason
Shawn Jones
Dave Lomino
Gary Galvin

RETO VIDEO
Bill DiCicco
Ian Marshall
Paul Surratt

SIMON DANIEL SOUND
Simon Daniel

THE STANFORD THEATRE FILM LABORATORY
Jillian Borders
Sean Hewitt
Carmen Ketola
Masis Markar
Joe Olivier
Sharol Olson
David Tucker
Tim Wilson

TRIAGE MOTION PICTURE SERVICES
Paul R. Rutan, Jr.
David Tucker
Sharol Olson
Paul Rutan III

YCM LABORATORIES
Eric Aijala
Patrick Burke
Richard Dayton
Julia Devine
Don Hagans
Todd Hagans
Felipe Herba
Victor Hernandez
Janee Hoffman
Lisa Hoffman
Richard Ryan
Don Shockley
Darren Wright